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Abstract 
The Mature Hostel is an innovative concept in accommodation offerings.  It fills an 
opening in the market for mature travellers to stay, develop new relationships and learn.  It 
addresses the needs of the baby boomer generation to have safe, comfortable accommodation 
while offering the opportunity to satisfy their lifelong learning desires, in a cost effective manner.   
A top down analysis shows that there are a number of trends intersecting and that the 
motivations of baby boomer travellers align perfectly with the offerings of the Mature Hostel.  A 
bottom up analysis shows that baby boomers are the largest segment of travellers and that the 
Mature Hostel would only need to capture 2% of the visitors to Vancouver.  The financial 
analysis indicates that the business would be profitable in its second year of operation.   
 
 
Keywords:  Hotel; Hostel; B&B; Travel; Educational; Experiential; Baby Boomers; Mature 
Traveller  
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Executive Summary 
The Mature Hostel business concept provides modest but comfortable vacation 
accommodation that encourages guests to relax in a social setting where they can enjoy a 
selection of educational offerings.   
The Mature Hostel’s market consists of baby boomers who enjoy adventure and 
educational travel.  The hostel would offer private and dorm room accommodations, full kitchen 
access and a lounge with bar.  Yoga and relaxation classes will be offered daily, in addition to 
specialized classes focusing on topics of interest to travellers.  The hostel will assist in 
coordinating various activities and work with other local vendors to help guests get the best 
experience possible from their stay. 
The North American baby boomers are 86 million strong.  They are the largest 
demographic and they are and will continue to dominate the tourism industry and therefore the 
accommodation industry as well.  Studies show that this group is interested in more than just 
touring: they want to experience the locations they travel to; they want to continue lifelong 
learning; and they want to participate in adventure activities.   
Single baby boomers that travel on their own are a market segment also on the increase.  
Many people in this segment want to have the opportunity to meet new people and create new 
relationships in a safe environment.  The social setting of the Mature Hostel, including the 
communal lounge, kitchen and bar, will foster this atmosphere. 
Academics who have studied educational and adventure travel extensively, believe the 
market is unsaturated and will have great growth opportunities over the coming years.  Only a 
few businesses are focused on this specific type of mature traveller.  Road Scholar and Hollyhock 
are edu-travel focused but aim more towards extensive tours and intensive training, respectively.  
The Mature Hostel will focus on short, informal sessions that meet the needs of the mature 
traveller’s desire for learning.  These sessions will include topics such as photography, wine 
tasting and local cooking classes as well as health and fitness.  
The Mature Hostel is projected to be profitable in its second year of operation and be 
generating over a million dollars in revenue by its third year. 
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1: Introduction 
The purpose of this project is to create a business plan for an emerging new concept in 
accommodation offerings called the Mature Hostel.   
The Mature Hostel is a cross between a hotel and a hostel, offering the best of both, 
catering to a more mature crowd and adding an educational component. 
This project examines Vancouver and Toronto in terms of total available market.  
However, the remainder of the analysis, from marketing to financials, focuses on Vancouver for 
the following reasons: 
1. The author lives in and is most familiar with Vancouver; 
2. Detailed financials on commercial real estate were available through the author’s 
contacts; and 
3. The analysis for Vancouver can be used as a template for the other cities. 
Although this paper focuses on Vancouver as the primary target market, a broader 
analysis encompassing both Canada and the United States has been performed in order to 
facilitate future analysis of US cities. 
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2: Mature Hostel 
Tourism is one of the largest and fastest growing industries in the world.  The World 
Tourism Organization  estimated that international tourism receipts were US $477 billion in 2000 
and forecasts that it will climb to US $2000 billion, a fivefold increase, by 2020. The World 
Tourism Organization also predicts that international tourist will increase from 697 million in 
2000 to over 1560 million by 2020 (Kandari and Chandari 2004, 141). 
“In 2008, tourism activity generated over $74 billion in revenues, represented 2% of 
Canada's gross domestic product (GDP)” (Industry Canada n.d.).  Despite challenging economic 
times, people continue to have the desire to travel but they often need to do so more cost 
effectively and therefore economical accommodation will be in demand.  
The mature travel market is growing.  There are over 86 million baby boomers in North 
America.  Supernaw (1985) noted that when Americans over age fifty retire, the number one 
thing that they want to do is travel.  Rosenfeld (1986) also indicated that older Americans travel 
more frequently and stay away longer than any other segment of the population (Wang, Chen and 
Chou 2007).   
The general population is aging; there are more people in the 46 - 65 age range than ever 
before.   This age group, commonly referred to as “baby boomers”, are looking to travel but may 
not have the funds to do so in a luxurious fashion.  Nor may they want to.  Statistics show that 
there is an expanding market for travellers in this age group that are looking for a travel 
experience, rather than just a place to sleep.  Educational, cultural and activity-focused excursions 
are in demand.   
There is a solid need for reasonably priced accommodation with the desired options for 
the experiential traveller.  More than just a room with a bed, this is a place to meet and cultivate 
new friendships, experience new activities and learn something specific of the area being visited. 
Many mature travellers want to combine their travels with some form of learning.  This 
form of educational travel has been coined “Edu-tourism”.  Pennington-Grey and Lane’s 2001 
study “suggested that the preferences for learning while travelling is a large component of the 
older generations travel preferences” (Patterson, Growing Older Tourism and Leisure Behaviour 
of Older Adults 2006, 183).  In addition to learning, many mature travellers also want to 
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experience the place they are visiting.  The educational travel market is still relatively small.  
“However academics are forecasting that as the population ages and baby boomers start to reach 
retirement age, the demand for educational programmes and services will increase dramatically 
over the next 20 years.”  (Patterson, Growing Older Tourism and Leisure Behaviour of Older 
Adults 2006, 192). Muller supported this in his 1996 study “The Coming Boom in Educational 
Travel” by stating, “Two such expected trends are the baby boomers romance with adult 
education and the reliance on tourism in the boomer’s quest for self-fulfillment”. 
Not only do mature travellers want to learn, they are interested in “doing” rather than just 
seeing or hearing.  They want to experience the culture, participate in actives, meet new people 
and learn more things.  This opens the door to enhancing travel with all areas of learning – 
culture, life skills, languages and activities.  Mature travellers want to experience adventures but 
recognize their physical limitations.   Soft Adventures offer a good option.  “Soft Adventures 
refers to activities with a perceived risk but low levels of real risk, requiring minimal 
commitments and beginning skills; most of these activities are led by experienced guides” 
(Patterson, Growing Older Tourism and Leisure Behaviour of Older Adults 2006, 163).  
Examples of soft adventures include kayaking; zip trekking; hot air ballooning; low exertion 
hiking or biking.   
There are a number of important market trends occurring.  The mature travel market, in 
general, is growing.  This is causing growth in the educational travel market.  Alternative 
accommodations like small inns, B&B’s, hostels and boutique hotels are also growing, albeit 
fairly slowly.  The older budget traveller market is also growing.  The growth trend in all these 
markets clearly indicates that the opportunity for a Mature Hostel type accommodation exists. 
Appealing to the experiential traveller is a key focus.  At the Mature Hostel, classes will 
be offered in an informal setting ranging from wine tasting to photography to yoga and beyond.   
There will be a focus on local history and culture.  Additionally, the Mature Hostel will offer 
local excursions. 
The Mature Hostel accommodation concept will address the needs of mature travellers by 
addressing several areas.   This type of mature traveller wants a sense of community.  They want 
to meet new people and create bonds.  The Mature Hostel will provide a communal lounge and 
meeting area where guests can read, watch TV, enjoy refreshments or participate in activities.  
The focus of this communal lounge will be a comfortable and welcoming room that encourages 
interaction with others.  A family style, communal kitchen will also be available for guests to use, 
which will not only encourage interactions but also be a valuable cost saver so guests do not have 
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to eat out.  In recognizing the need for economy, the rooms offered will be simple but of good 
quality.  Rooms will be furnished modestly but with enough home-style comforts to make the 
guest comfortable and relaxed.  The emphasis is on cleanliness and polite services.  Cheap 
accommodation is not the aim here but rather value for money in a reasonably priced 
accommodation.     
2.1 The Product 
The Mature Hostel addresses a gap in accommodation offerings.  Hotel accommodations 
range from top of the line luxury five star hotels to basic, cheap youth hostels.  The Mature Hostel 
is an affordable hotel that offers an experience in line with the “edu-travel” desires of the baby 
boomers.  
The Mature Hostel will include rooms with queen-sized beds with or without en suites 
and some 4-bed dorm rooms.  Shared shower/washroom facilities will be available for guests in 
rooms without en suites.  Figure 1 shows what a typical queen room might look like and Figure 2 
shows what the dorm rooms might look like (the dorm rooms will have 4 beds and not 6 as shown 
in the picture).  The dorm beds will have privacy curtains on them that the mature traveller will 
undoubtedly find appealing. 
 
Figure 1 Typical bedroom 
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Figure 2 Typical Dorm Room 
  One of the most important advantages of staying at a hostel is companionship.  Hostel 
common areas are conducive to meeting people.  The Mature Hostel will also include a large 
comfortable lounge area where people can sit and read, relax, play cards and meet other guests.  
The area will be designed such that it can be partitioned into different areas so that functions such 
as educational classes and movie nights can be held while leaving the remainder of the lounge 
available, for other activities.  Figure 3 shows what the lounge might look. 
An important value added service to the baby boomers is to have a bar on site.  Table 1 
shows that those aged 45 to 64 purchase the most amount of alcohol while on trips.   
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Table 1 Alcoholic beverages purchased on trips 
Age of Householder Average Household Spending Biggest Customers 
( % market share) 
Under age 25 32.67 5.1 
Aged 25 to 24 35.90 14.0 
Aged 35 to 44 45.69 20.4 
Aged 45 to 54 50.53 24.3 
Aged 55 to 64 59.41 22.1 
Aged 65 to 74 40.60 9.3 
Aged 75 or older 22.02 4.8 
Source: (Best Customers: Demographics of Consumer Demand 2009) 
The average household spending on alcohol purchased on trips rose 6% between 2000 
and 2007 and should continue to grow as more baby boomer become empty nesters. 
The bar would be attached to the lounge.  It would be for guests only for a number of 
reasons.   It would be easier to obtain a liquor licence for the premises.  Having a guests-only bar 
would also provide a greater sense of security and safety and keep staffing requirements to a 
minimum.  It would also provide a more conducive atmosphere to meeting other people.  It would 
also be easier from an operations point of view – having a full bar open to the public is essentially 
opening up another business. 
Another communal element that contributes to the sense of community is a kitchen and 
small eating area where guests can prepare their own meals.  Not only will a kitchen enable 
guests to save money but it also provides another opportunity for them to interact.  It will also 
allow the hostel to offer cooking classes or add a breakfast component to the service.  Figure 4 
shows a possible kitchen layout. 
The Mature Hostel will also have a strong “green” focus.  This is for three reasons:  
1. The obvious  environmental benefits; 
2. The potential to save money (hydro grants, lower energy bills); and 
3. The appeal to the target market. 
Board games will available in the lounge for guests to sign out.  For those that want a 
quiet night in the hostel, portable DVD players and movies will be available for rent. 
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Figure 3 Possible Lounge design 
 
 
Figure 4 Possible kitchen design 
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2.1.1 Education 
The Mature Hostel will offer a wide variety of courses and activities for all levels of 
interest.   
The following is a sample of courses that will be offered: 
• Wine tasting, hosted by a sommelier from a well respected local restaurant or 
winery; winery tours; 
• Photography:  basic to advanced and in class techniques as well as photography 
tours around the city; 
• Local history – history of Vancouver and Canada; 
• First Nations arts and culture; 
• Relaxation techniques:  Yoga and meditation; 
• Painting; and 
• Leadership and personal development. 
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3: Tourism Trends 
Tourism is the world’s biggest industry.  It is estimated that there were 937 million 
tourists in 2010 (Muller and Cleaver, Targeting the CANZUS baby boomer explorer and 
adventurer segments 2000).  Although the southern hemisphere has seen the majority of growth 
in recent years, international tourism has witnessed another kind of rapid growth: the evolution 
and increasing popularity of two types of niche-market tourism – educational or discovery travel 
and adventure tourism.   
Educational or discovery travel is about mental stimulation and mind broadening 
experiences.  Key characteristics of this niche market are that the traveller is provided with 
opportunities for learning, discovering and personal growth.  Typically, discovery travel trips last 
longer than adventure travel ones and offer the traveller opportunities to learn and experience the 
local environment through activities and educational programs.  
The pioneer in educational travel experiences, Elderhostel (now called Road Scholar) 
started in 1975 with 5 programs and 220 participants.  Today it has over 8000 programs, in 90 
countries and over 250,000 participants (although not all are travel experiences, some are local 
events).   
With baby boomers in North America turning 50 at a rate of 4.5 million a year, the 
potential for the educational and discovery travel market continues to expand.    
3.1 Education 
Educational travel is, basically, the incorporation of travel with learning.   Many retired-
aged people have the time for education but want less structured, more informal programs.  In 
fact, many participate in adult education for the social aspect as well as, or even instead of 
gaining knowledge or honing a skill.  The combination of a thirst for knowledge and a desire for 
social interaction makes educational travel an obvious fit.  Educational travel combines leisure 
with local learning - it allows the traveller to experience interests specific to the area.  It also 
encourages interaction with other travellers therefore; it is conducive to building new 
relationships.  
  10 
Educational tourists are “people who take part in study tours or who attend workshops to 
learn new skills or improve existing ones while on vacation” (Patterson, Growing Older Tourism 
and Leisure Behaviour of Older Adults 2006, 182).  This definition easily allows the tie in of 
adventure tourism with educational travel, offered through the Mature Hostel: photography 
lessons take place in local areas of interest; and sailing or kayak lessons, etc, fit in well.  
Likewise, visiting museums and local events are popular.  The Travel Industry Association of 
America (2001) reported that tourists 55 and older listed visiting historical places and museums 
(15%) and attending cultural events and festivities (12%) amongst the top ten activities when 
travelling (Patterson, Growing Older Tourism and Leisure Behaviour of Older Adults 2006, 184). 
Educational vacations are one of the fastest growing niche markets in the world.  The 
Banff Centre reported a 13% growth rate in learning vacations in 2000 (Arsenault 2001, 1).  A 
study by Rendez-Vous Canada revealed that 33% of US and 20% of Asia/Pacific markets are 
looking for educational packages (Arsenault 2001, 1). 
3.2 Adventure 
Adventure tourism is on the rise.  In 1994, it was estimated that one third of adventure-
based vacations were taken by people in their 50s.  As the population ages, this number will only 
continue to grow.  The senior adventure travel market was estimated at $500 million in 1998 
(Patterson, Growing Older Tourism and Leisure Behaviour of Older Adults 2006, 158).  
The current 50+ age group tends to stay healthy and active much longer than did previous 
generations.  “The literature has shown that baby boomers and recent retirees have a greater 
desire for self-fulfilling activities than previous cohorts of older adults, and they actively want to 
participate in physically challenging leisure activities, rather than merely being a passive 
spectator on mass tourism trips” (Patterson, Growing Older Tourism and Leisure Behaviour of 
Older Adults 2006, 159). 
Adventure tourism can be described as a trip, which encompasses action, rather than a 
passive experience.  It can involve various levels of risk, but by its nature, does involve some 
level of challenge. However, it is not confined to extreme sports or activities. Adventure tourism 
is generally divided in to two segments: hard and soft.  Hard adventure typically refers to an 
activity that requires advanced level skills and a high degree of risk.  In contrast, soft adventure 
refers to an activity that has a low level of risk and is led by someone with experience.  
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Examples of soft adventure are photo safaris, easy hikes and bike trips, ballooning or zip 
trekking.  Hard adventures could include rock climbing, scuba diving and mountain trekking, etc.  
Hard adventure trips tend to have a median cost of approximately $465 per trip, while soft 
adventures average $325 (Patterson, Growing Older Tourism and Leisure Behaviour of Older 
Adults 2006, 163).  The majority of baby boomers tend to partake in soft adventures more than 
hard adventures, likely because of the lighter physical demands and lower risk of injuries.  Soft 
adventures also provide excitement and a feeling of accomplishment without affecting their 
safety. 
3.3 Market trends 
Springwise (www.sprigwise.com) is a website that tracks trends and new ideas.   In their 
February newsletter, they stated that “after years of catering more or less exclusively to the 
physical comfort of their guests, hotels have now begun to pay attention to patrons' social and 
intellectual needs as well.” (Springwise n.d.).  This trend is being played out in several upscale 
accommodations. 
Morgans Hotel in London, England has addressed the concept of catering to more than 
the physical needs of their guests.  The hotel engaged The School of Life 
(http://www.theschooloflife.com/) to create MiniBar for the Mind.  “At The School of Life we 
come up with good ideas for everyday living.  Some of the brightest minds in the world run our 
classes, meals, secular sermons, weekends and one-to-ones” (Morgans Hotel n.d.).  “Minibar for 
the Mind”, is a $56 USD boxed set of questions and conversation starters that can be purchased at 
the hotel or online by emailing the hotel directly.  A vending machine offers gift cards, books and 
vouchers for dinners with writers and philosophers.  “Conversation Menus” are offered at 
Morgans’ restaurants and “Daily Aphorism” cards are laid out with turn down service every 
evening.  Morgans also offer talks that guests can attend for an additional charge. 
The Andaz Liverpool Street (operated by the Hyatt Hotels and Resorts) has rolled out 
their own version of “personal style”.  They engage journalists and the like, to assist guests with 
their literary needs, and attend private lunches and dinners and even provide in-room reading 
aloud services from a “Book Menu”.  The hotel also arranges cultural events such as onsite 
performances by the Real Hamlet Company.  Spokesperson for the hotel, Simon Warrington, 
explains: “We needed to move on to the next level in art and culture” (Springwise n.d.).  This of 
course comes at a cost.  The average double room goes for approximately 400 pounds sterling for 
a weeknight stay. 
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Seattle’s Sorrento Hotel invites its guests to join their book club.  For a $50USD charge, 
book club members receive a copy of the book and can join other members to discuss the book as 
well as enjoy food and drinks in the hotel’s penthouse suite.  Cocktail-making lessons, which 
include how to make, and a history of the drink, are also offered.  Silent reading parties are hosted 
and the hotel even has its own small bookstore, specializing in books local to the area.  The hotel 
reports that their food and beverage sales have increased 25% over the previous year and 
bookings are on the rise. 
The Pod Hotel in Manhattan offers guests a way to meet other guests before they stay at 
the hotel.  Once guests confirm their bookings, they can join the hotel’s “Pod Culture forum” 
which enables them to chat with other guests before they arrive.  The guests create personalized 
profiles and can invite other guests to meet, shop, eat or drink with during their stay. 
The hotel industry, at least in select pockets, is starting to recognize that to remain 
competitive; they need to offer more than their competitor and that means being more creative 
than just offering a better quality mattress.  These innovative ideas are reaping benefits in guest 
loyalty and ultimately, the bottom line.  “This is the Experience Economy at work and it is here to 
stay” (Springwise n.d.). 
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4: Customer and Customer Segmentation 
The values of North American baby boomers are changing.  A psychological evolution is 
taking place within this cohort.  Two value shaping forces govern the future needs of these 
boomers.   
The first is the continuing economic pressure that this group has been living with ever 
since they entered the working world.  Members of this crowded generation have had to deal with 
intense competition – competition for meaningful jobs and advancement, high standard of living, 
material rewards and recognition.  Because of the extremely competitive environment, many 
never met their goals and now need to revaluate their aspirations and focus on ones more relative 
to their present situation.  
The second shaping force is the process of maturation.  Growing older brings about 
certain personality changes or, more specifically, discernable shifts in personal values.  
A detailed explanation of these forces can be found in an article by Thomas E. Muller; 
“The Coming Boom in Educational Travel: Why North America's Maturing Baby Boomers Will 
Expand Their World”.   What is important here is how these value shaping forces will manifest 
themselves. 
What form will the realigned values take?  Baby boomers are interested in “a spirit of 
cooperation, an appreciation of the complex nature of reality, a commitment to the solution of 
societal problems, a community-minded ethos, a reliance on spiritual values, a philosophy of 
feeling and caring, a reliance on intuition, and - what is most germane to the theme of the Third 
Global Classroom Conference on educational tourism - a desire for self-discovery and a widening 
of one's horizons by moving beyond self-absorbed roles and interests”(Muller, The Coming 
Boom in Educational Travel: Why North America's Maturing Baby Boomers Will Expand Their 
World 1995).  Boomers are switching their emphasis from career and financial goals to deeper, 
less materialistic efforts to find self-fulfillment and meaning in life.  As shown in Figure 5 
(Muller, The Coming Boom in Educational Travel: Why North America's Maturing Baby 
Boomers Will Expand Their World 1995), two major forces are causing a shift in baby boomer 
priorities leading to a quest for self-fulfillment.   
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Figure 5 Predicting the Consequences of Midlife Shift in Baby Boomers’ Values 
“The quest for self-fulfillment - a personal value expressive of Abraham Maslow's self-
actualization need – denotes many things: trying to be everything one can be; developing oneself 
to one's fullest potential; striving for personal growth; discovering new worlds and exploring 
them; self-expression; and learning for its own sake. Thus, two natural outlets for the exuberant 
Baby Boomer in search of self-fulfillment are bound to be adult education and tourism” (Muller, 
The Coming Boom in Educational Travel: Why North America's Maturing Baby Boomers Will 
Expand Their World 1995). 
 
Figure 6 Educational Travel 
Adult education and tourism go hand in hand with the concept of educational tourism.  
Adult education will allow the boomers to explore new fields, satisfy their thirst for knowledge 
The Search for Self-
fulfillment
● Adult Education
● Tourism
A Shift in Value Priorities 
from “Ego Values” to “Being 
Values”
Economically-Base Stresses
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and take courses for fun.  Many will look at this as a way of developing serious avocations.  
Tourism will allow boomers to discover other worlds and to find fun and enjoyment in life. 
Pennington-Grey and Lane (2001) surveyed Canadians between the ages of 55 and 64 
regarding their travel preferences and found that the segment they labelled “educational and 
cultural travellers” was the second most popular.  Their study suggested “the preference for 
learning while travelling is a large component of the older generations travel preferences 
(Patterson, Growing Older Tourism and Leisure Behaviour of Older Adults 2006, 183-184).   
A study by Shoemaker (1989) reveals that 75% of travellers over 55 take at least one 
pleasure trip per year and at least 60% take, at a minimum, two or three pleasure trips per year.  
This study showed that members of the senior market (those aged 55 and older – mid baby 
boomers and older by our definition) can be segmented into smaller homogeneous groups based 
on their reasons (motivations) for travel.  Three different clusters were identified.  Figure 7 
(Shoemaker 1989) shows the profiles of these three clusters. 
Cluster I is labelled Family Travelers. The primary reason they engage in pleasure travel 
is to spend time with family.  Members of cluster I enjoy playing golf and going shopping in 
addition to spending time with immediate families. They enjoy shorter trips and prefer to return to 
a destination rather than to visit a new one. They do not like their trips to be filled with activities 
and prefer to let things just happen rather than to plan trips carefully. 
Members of Cluster II are called the Active Resters.  Spiritual and intellectual enrichment 
is the primary reason members of this cluster engage in pleasure travel.  They want to meet 
people and socialize, rest and relax, and escape the everyday routine.  They also want to engage 
in physical activities and to visit historic sites. Unlike members of Cluster I, this group likes their 
trips filled with activities such as visiting historic sites, attending plays, concerts, special events 
and attractions.  
Members of Cluster III are called the Older Set.  Members of this group like to stay in 
all-inclusive resorts. Additionally, they like to visit historic sites, like to tell friends where they 
have traveled, and prefer to return to a destination rather than visiting a new one. Like members 
of Cluster II, they like their trips filled with activities. 
To summarize, members of the three clusters differ both in terms of their reasons for 
travel and in the level of activity they wish to participate in while traveling.  This is significant 
because it breaks down what could be perceived as a single segment of mature travelers into 
similar but unique groups that should be marketed to differently. 
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Figure 7 Cluster Profiles: Reasons for Pleasure Travel 
 
Members of Cluster I who travel to spend time with their immediate families do not like 
their trips filled with activities, nor do they like to pre-plan their activities while traveling.  
Although they do stay in economic hotels, their motivations for travel do not mesh well with the 
Mature Hostel concept.  
Although this particular study did not reveal why members of Cluster III travel, it did 
show that they like prefer trips filled with activities and they choose to stay in places where 
everything is included.  The Mature Hostel would not be this group’s first choice. 
Figure 8 (Shoemaker 1989) shows a perceptual map of the three segments showing their 
reasons (motivations) for pleasure travel.  Two of the top three reasons for Cluster II to travel are 
to seek intellectual enrichment and socialize with new people – the exact offerings of the Mature 
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Hostel!  Programs and promotions building on these reasons for travel could include learning 
weekends sponsored by hotels to encourage intellectual enrichment with subjects ranging from 
history to gardening, which could be taught by local college professors.  Travel and tourism 
industries could promote get-away holidays, with the theme of a break from the everyday routine. 
Programs could be developed to promote social interaction such as bridge tournaments, dances, 
and cookouts.  They could feature historical attractions, special events, and plays or concerts.  
Members of this second segment love their trips filled with activities. It is important that 
any promotions targeted to this group stress the variety of activities available.   This group also 
tends to stay in economical hotels and motels – an offering of the Mature Hostel.  Figure 7 shows 
that 36% of members of Cluster II travel more than three times a year and another 36% travel two 
to three times a year. 
 
Figure 8 Perceptual Map of Cluster Segments, Reasons (Motivations) for Pleasure Travel 
 
4.1 Market Segmentation 
The broadest definition of the mature traveller would be any traveller who does not want 
to stay and socialize with the 20-something party crowd but does want the social experience a 
hostel has to offer.  One can definitely envision people 30+ staying at the Mature Hostel.   
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Travellers in their late 30s and early 40s are sometimes classified as “Peter Pan” (Loker-
Murphy and Pearce 1995, 829) travellers.   They backpacked when they were younger and are in 
search of their second youth.  They enjoy the experience of meeting new people.  This group 
“will be of special interest in the future as post-industrial society creates changes in the labour 
market and in the structure of families, producing more and more youth-like travellers of an older 
age” (Loker-Murphy and Pearce 1995, 829). 
Baby boomers were born between 1946 and 1964.  This segment is 86 million strong in 
North America and the number one activity that they want to do when they retire is travel.  Baby 
boomer households generate the highest travel volume in the US – registering more than 241 
million trips (Miller and Washington 2010, 385).  This group’s ability to finance travel is not as 
strong as once predicted. 
An increasing number of Americans of all ages are choosing to live alone.  Single 
occupant households represent 27.7% of total US households (Miller and Washington 2010, 392). 
12.5% of adults in Canada live alone (PMB n.d.). This is an enormous segment to tap into – the 
social aspects of the Mature Hostel would be a major draw for single people.  A survey by AARP 
(www.aarp.org, formally known as the American Association of Retired Person) estimated that 
25 million singles age 42 and older spent $28 billion on travel in 2008 (Miller and Washington 
2010, 392).  Women aged 42 and over are twice as likely as men to vacation on their own. 
Business travellers in general are not the target market because an employer is paying for 
all expenses and therefore budget is not likely the primary concern to the traveller.  They also 
would have limited time to socialize.  Furthermore, they are travelling for work rather than to 
experience the local environment.  There is, however, a small segment of business travellers that 
would find the Mature Hostel appealing.  For those travellers that are on business for a week or 
two, the community aspect of the Mature Hostel would be very appealing.  It can get lonely and 
very boring coming back to an empty hotel room for an extended period of time. 
Families would not be the target market.  They would want larger, family style 
accommodation and would be more likely to look for accommodations with amenities like 
swimming pools. 
None of these groups are mutually exclusive and in fact most overlap.  However, baby 
boomers will be the focus of the expanded analysis. 
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Figure 9 Market Segmentation 
4.1.1 Baby Boomers 
The 20-year period of high birth rates immediately following World War II produced a 
large and strategically important segment of the population – the baby boomers.  This cohort 
numbers 8 million in Canada and 76 million in the United States, roughly a quarter of each 
country’s population.  Today, the baby boomers are between the ages of 47 and 65 years old.  
Boomers in general are economically comfortable.  They also tend to have more years of formal 
education.   
Considering the sheer size, and hence market power, of this segment and the size of the 
potential baby boomer market for the tourism and hospitality industry, it is important to 
understand their consumption behaviour and try to predict the demand for their desires and 
requirements when they travel. 
Psychographic or lifestyle-based segments have been empirically identified by various 
commercial research organizations that regularly conduct national surveys (Roy Morgan 
Research Centre in Australia, VALS2 in the United States and Environics 3SC in Canada).  
Psychographic classification takes into consideration “how people think; what motivates them to 
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act; how they perceive themselves, their own environment, and their overall work environment; 
the self-image they want to project; what they seek in life and their aspirations; what is likely to 
interest them; and what channels of communication can effectively reach them.” (Cleaver, Green 
and Muller 2000).   
Consumer research in Australia has shown that 83% (Cleaver, Green and Muller 2000) of 
all Australian baby boomers belong to one of four lifestyle groups: Socially Aware, Visible 
Achievement, Something Better and Conventional Family Life.  Although this research is 
Australian based, comparisons with profiles obtained from VALS2 research in the US and 
Environics 3CS in Canada show that there is considerable commonality between countries.  Table 
2 shows the four Australian baby boomer segments and matches them with their equivalent 
segments in Canada and the United States.   
The four segments identified in Table 2 (Cleaver, Green and Muller 2000) show there is 
significant segment disparity within the baby boomer cohort.  The key question is whether one or 
more of these segments would be good prospects for tourism in general and specifically for the 
Mature Hostel.  Of Australians that have travelled in the past 12 months, 74.8% were Socially 
Aware, 72.8% were Visible Achievement, 64.2% were Something Better and 50.5% were 
Conventional Family Life.  Of these four segments, the Socially Aware, Visible Achievement and 
Something Better are the most likely to travel on vacation.  Thus, the Conventional Family Life 
group will not be analyzed any further.  As mentioned, there is considerable commonality 
between countries and therefore it is safe to assume that a similar distribution holds for Canada 
and the US. 
Table 2 Equivalent Major Lifestyle Segments of Baby Boomers in Australia, Canada and the United States  
Australia Canada United States 
Socially Aware (18%)   
74.8% travelled in the past 
12 months 
Autonomous Rebels (25%) Actualizers (15%) 
Most educated segment of the 
population 
Tend to have higher levels of 
education 
95% have at least some 
university 
Holding the top jobs Above-average share are 
professionals 
68% are in white-collar jobs 
No money worries; tend to be 
wealth managers 
Tend to have higher incomes Median income is highest of 
all groups 
Community-minded, 
politically and socially active 
Assertive about egalitarian 
ideals in society 
Social issues matter 
Enjoy persuading others to 
their opinion 
Strong focus on individual 
autonomy 
Successful, take-charge 
individuals 
Very green and progressive in Strong concern for the Motivated by desire to effect 
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attitudes environment change 
Avid arts-goers Experiential hedonists Seek new challenges 
Experiential tourists; pursue 
stimulating lifestyle 
Love the unexpected and 
spontaneous 
Seek personal growth and 
exploration 
   
Visible Achievement (26%) 
72.8% travelled in the past 
12 months 
No equivalent group Achievers (23%) 
Wealth creators of Australia  Half are managers or 
professionals 
Literate, confident, competent  Nearly half have university 
degree 
Seek recognition and status  Self-definition through career 
success 
Traditional views on family 
responsibilities 
 Deeply committed to work 
and family 
Demanding and smart 
strategic shoppers 
 Work gives prestige, material 
rewards 
Conspicuous consumption to 
signal success 
 Buy products to demonstrate 
success 
Prolific consumers of visible 
lifestyle products 
 Image is important  
Travel and recreation are 
important 
 45% are two-earner 
households 
Something Better (15%) 
64.2% travelled in the past 
12 months 
Connected Enthusiasts 
(14%) 
Experiencers (18%) 
Typically younger couples 
trying to stay ahead 
In attitudes, the most youthful 
of boomers 
Young, vital, enthusiastic, 
rebellious 
Upwardly mobile and career 
driven 
Motivated by status and 
image dimensions 
Seek variety and excitement 
Both partners tend to earn 
good incomes 
Relish self-expression and 
intense emotions 
Savour the new, offbeat, and 
risky 
Over half have small children Desire to interact with and 
understand others 
Ambivalent about political 
issues 
Family is not central to their 
lives 
Experience-seekers; like not 
acting their age 
Abstract disdain for 
conformity/authority 
Avid consumers who want it 
all, now 
Unwilling to defer 
gratification 
Outsider’s awe of others’ 
wealth/power 
Borrow heavily to finance 
their lifestyle 
Gung-ho consumers who like 
trendiness 
Avid, action-oriented 
consumers 
Confident, ambitious, and 
progressive in attitude 
Like the adrenaline rush from 
taking risks 
Outdoor 
recreation/exercise/socializing 
   
Conventional Family Life 
(24%) 
50.5% travelled in the past 
12 months 
Anxious Communitarians 
(20%) 
Believers (25%) 
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Represent “Middle” Australia Values driven by anxiety and 
duty to others 
Modest income and education 
Include the working class Value warm relationships 
with others 
Mostly blue-collar jobs 
Skilled tradesmen and middle 
office workers 
Conscious of their position in 
pecking order 
Family, church, and 
community minded 
Average incomes and not 
ambitious 
Average incomes and 
financially vulnerable 
Conservative and 
conventional 
Life is centered around their 
families and house 
Traditional views on 
importance of the family 
Follow established routines in 
life 
Strive to give their children 
better opportunities 
Responsible to children and 
aging parents 
Life is centered around home 
and family 
Have a down-to-earth, 
practical mindset 
Seek simple solutions to 
complex problems 
Their moral codes are deeply 
rooted 
Generally content and 
satisfied with life  
Did not develop experience-
seeking values 
Economic resources seen as 
adequate 
Note: The procedures used for each population are as follows: for Australia, Roy Morgan Values (Muller, 1996); for Canada, 
Environics 3SC (Adams, 1997) and for the United States, VALS 2 (Piirto, 1991). 
The Autonomous Rebels in Canada and Actualizers in the US (and Socially Aware in 
Australia) without a doubt represent the best potential market segment of all the baby boomers. 
They tend to have higher levels of education and are financially well-off.  They are also the most 
discovery oriented of the three segments.  This, paired with their desire for personal growth and 
their willingness to try new experiences, makes them ideal candidates for a tourism market that 
offers more than just a place to sleep.  It opens market opportunities for lifelong learning courses 
and other experience based travel “add-ons”.   Environmental and social issues are also important 
to this group.  Although this group is financially well-off, they are not frivolous, in fact they are 
very value-for–money conscious.  This segment is also very concerned about becoming ill or 
getting hurt while on vacation and of being put in danger.  The Autonomous Rebels and 
Actualizers segment of baby boomers is also the most likely of the three segments to contain 
people who would travel by themselves and would enjoy meeting other travellers. 
Table 2 shows that the Autonomous Rebels in Canada and the Actualizers in the US are 
the prime target for experiential/educational vacation experiences and outdoor and adventure 
vacation activities.  Table 3 shows some of the key characteristics of this segment and how the 
Mature Hostel will meet their needs. 
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Table 3 Autonomous Rebels key characteristics and how the Mature Hostel meets those needs 
Characteristic How/what the Mature Hostel does to fulfill 
that need 
emphasize learning and knowledge enrichment 
will be particularly appealing 
offer educational classes 
very value-for-money conscious provide simple basic rooms that have good 
quality beds at a reasonable price 
concerned about becoming ill while on 
vacation and being put in danger or getting 
hurt. 
accommodation would be clean and safe (one 
of the reason to provide a bar for guests only) 
offer guided hiking trips or organizing groups 
of guests to go hiking together 
environmental and social issues are also 
important to this group 
the hostel will be eco friendly designed and 
will have environmentally friendly programs 
do not mind traveling by themselves and 
meeting others 
the whole hostel idea cultivates social 
interactions 
The Visible Achievement and Achievers groups (it is surprising that there is no 
equivalent segment in Canada according to (Cleaver, Green and Muller 2000)), by contrast to the 
previous segment, tend to be wealthier and are more concerned with status and materialism.  
Travelling to brand name or status symbol destinations would definitely appeal to this group.  
Unlike the value conscious Autonomous Rebels and Actualizers, the Achievers are conspicuous 
consumers.  This group also wants to experience discovery travel and would be prime targets for 
luxury tourism products.  They generally tend to travel with friends and/or family.  They are also 
less concerned about becoming ill or being put in danger than the previous groups.  They are the 
least likely of the three segments to travel for self-betterment.   
The Visible Achievement and Achievers groups are the least likely to be attracted to the 
Mature Hostel.  They are looking for luxury travel to prestigious locations and are less concerned 
about value for money.   Since family is also of primary importance to this group, they would 
likely spend their vacation time in a more family oriented environment as opposed to wanting 
travel to include the experience of meeting new people.  They are not as focused on social issues 
and less likely to be interested in self-betterment so the appeal of educational or experiential 
offerings would be minimal. 
The Connected Enthusiasts and Experiencers are the smallest of the three segments.  This 
group is most likely to travel and the least financially secure, so could be the best potential 
segment for the Mature Hostel.  They are also the least risk-averse.  They are mobile, ambitious 
and career driven and the most likely to travel for self-betterment.  “Their reasons for travel tend 
to be self-expression, acquiring spiritual experiences, staying informed, challenging themselves 
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physically, broadening their awareness, and staying in practice as travellers.  This segment would 
be a prime target for tourism products that allowed the person or couples to get away from work 
and experience a fresh challenge—the retreat to work with an artist, the opera performance in the 
outback, the participation in an archaeological dig, the expedition to camp under the stars, the 
five-day trip to try abseiling, scuba diving, white-water rafting, or ballooning” (Cleaver, Green 
and Muller 2000).  The Connected Enthusiasts and Experiencers would be interested in both soft 
and hard adventure products particularly if it allowed the traveller to acquire new skills. 
A value-oriented accommodation such as the Mature Hostel would definitely appeal to 
the less financially secure.  The educational/experiential offerings of the hostel would be of great 
interest to this group because, of the three segments, they are the most interested in self-
betterment.  
4.2 Tourism Markets 
4.2.1 Canada 
This section will provide a brief overview of the tourism market in Canada.  Table 4 
shows the total demand in dollars of tourism in the Canadian economy.  
Table 4 Tourism in the Canadian Economy 
 $ billions 09/08 % 
Total Demand 71.5 -4.4 
Domestic 57.3 -3.0 
International 14.2 -9.3 
Tourism GDP 29.0 -4.2 
Note: Statistics Canada, National Tourism Indicators, Q4 2009. 
4.2.1.1 Domestic 
Canadian travellers made over 214 million domestic trips in 2007, 90% of which were 
within the province of residence.  In 2008, Canadians accounted for almost 80% of all tourism 
spending in Canada. 
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4.2.1.2 International 
International visitors made 15.6 million trips to Canada in 2009.  “International visitors 
over the age of 45 made 8.5 million trips to Canada in 2009, representing Canada’s largest visitor 
age group” (Canadian Tourism Commission 2009).   
The international visitor market is broken down into two major segments: the Americas 
(United States, Mexico and Brazil) and Overseas.  The Overseas segment can be broken down 
further into European, Asia/Pacific and Emerging markets. 
Americas 
The Americas make up 75.9% of the international visitors to Canada.  Figure 10 
(Canadian Tourism Commission 2009) shows that the number one reason for these travellers to 
visit Canada is for pleasure.  The male/female distribution is fairly even with female travellers 
being slightly higher (51.5%).  The top three provinces visited are Ontario, British Columbia and 
Quebec with 45%, 24% and 13% respectively for US travellers. 
 
Figure 10 Distribution of US tourists by purpose 
 
Table 47 shows the age distribution of travellers from the US.  The table clearly shows 
that baby boomers (people aged 47 to 65 in 2011), are the predominant travellers, making up 
almost 60% of tourists from the US.  The 35-44 age category, which could encompass many of 
the Peter Pan travellers, also shows a healthy percentage. 
Overseas 
European, Asia/Pacific and Emerging countries make up the rest of the international 
visitors to Canada.  The United Kingdom, France and Germany make up Canada’s top three 
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European visitors and Japan, South Korea, China, Australia and India make up the top five 
Asia/Pacific tourists. 
The top three provinces visited are Ontario, British Columbia and Quebec. 
It is worth noting that although China currently ranks fifth among oversees visitors, 
Canada was granted Approved Destination Status (ADS) in December 2009.  This allows Chinese 
travel agents to advertise and organize group tours to Canada.  Obtaining permission to travel 
becomes easier and as a result should encourage more people from China to visit Canada. 
“In 2008, visits to Canada by Chinese citizens were up 5.3 per cent from the year before, 
for a total of 159,000.  Chinese travellers had the highest average length of stay (28 nights) in 
Canada and spent more than visitors from any other country (average of $1,648.51 per person).  
According to a Conference Board of Canada survey, approved destination status is expected to 
boost the yearly rate of travel to Canada from China by up to 50 per cent by 2015” (Prime 
Minister of Canada, Stephen Harper n.d.). 
Figure 11 (Canadian Tourism Commission 2009) shows the number one reason for 
overseas travellers to visit Canada is for vacation.  However, of these visitors, more than half 
come to visit friends and relatives (twice as high as visitors from the Americas). 
 
Figure 11 Distribution of Overseas tourists by purpose 
Table 50 and Table 51 show the age distribution of travellers from Europe and 
Asia/Pacific respectively.  Detailed data on Emerging markets is not available and overall 
numbers show that this market segment is insignificant in the overall picture.  The tables show 
that baby boomers are the number one visiting age group from all the countries listed with the 
exception of South Korea. 
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Table 52 shows that European visitors tend to stay with friends and relatives slightly 
more often than they stay in hotels and Table 53 shows that visitors from Asia/Pacific are split: 
tourists from Japan and Australia stay at hotels while visitors from China, South Korea and India 
stay predominately with friends and relatives. 
4.2.2 Cities  
Vancouver, for the reasons presented in Section 1 is the first choice for the location of the 
Mature Hostel.  Toronto, the most visited city in Canada (McLean n.d.), will also be examined to 
see if that city would be a better location to start the Mature Hostel.   
4.2.2.1 Vancouver 
The Economist ranked Vancouver as the most liveable city in the world (The Economist 
n.d.).  “Ranking at the top of such a respected survey really speaks volumes about the enduring 
appeal of Vancouver,” said incoming Tourism Vancouver chair Rick Baxter at the organization’s 
Annual General Meeting. “The elements that make our city such a great place to live translate 
into making this a safe, exciting and welcoming place for visitors.”(Tourism Vancouver n.d.) 
Vancouver and its surrounding areas offer a wide variety of cultural activities, such as theatres, 
museums and historical landmarks.  It is world renowned for skiing and offers countless other 
outdoor activities such as water sports, hiking, rock climbing and most sports and leisure 
activities.  Shopping, excellent restaurants, a mild climate and a wide cultural diversity also make 
this a popular tourist destination.  Table 5 gives an overview of the Vancouver market. 
Table 5 Total Visitors to Vancouver 2007 
Total Visitors: 8,912,525 
Average Party Size: 1.7 
Average Length of Stay (nights): 4.2 
Total Spending: $3,507,435,089 
Average Spending per Person per Night: $93.70 
Average Spending per Party per Night: $155.52 
Average Spending per Person per Trip: $420.29 
(Tourism Vancouver - Marketing Research n.d.) 
Table 6 shows the age demographics of visitors to Vancouver.  Forty percent of visitors 
are baby boomers.   
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Table 6 Visitors to Vancouver - Age Groups 2007 
AGE GROUPS :  
Under 15 (US and International visitors only) 3.00% 
15-19 (US and International visitors only) 1.60% 
20-24 (US and International visitors only) 1.90% 
18-24 (Canadian visitors only) 6.00% 
25-34  15.20% 
35-44 15.70% 
45-54 19.50% 
55-64 19.30% 
65 years & over 14.10% 
Not stated 3.80% 
(Tourism Vancouver - Marketing Research n.d.) 
Table 7 shows that just over half the visitors to Vancouver stay in paid accommodations, 
91% of which are hotels.  The table also shows that only 0.3% of visitors stay in Bed and 
Breakfasts.  Psychographic information on the types of travellers that stay at B&Bs was not 
found. 
Table 7 Visitors to Vancouver - Accommodations used 2007 
ACCOMMODATION USED:  
All paid roofed accommodation 55.40% 
 Hotel 50.80% 
 Motel 3.40% 
 Bed and breakfast (Canadian visitors only) 0.30% 
 Resort/Spa (Canadian visitors only) 0.00% 
 Boat or cruise ship (Canadian visitors only) 0.00% 
 Other paid roofed accommodation 1.20% 
Campground/RV park or back country camping 1.60% 
All unpaid accommodation 39.30% 
 Home of friends/relatives 38.60% 
 Other unpaid accommodation 0.70% 
Other/Not stated 6.10% 
(Tourism Vancouver - Marketing Research n.d.) 
Figure 12 shows the type of accommodations used by people who have taken a vacation 
in Canada in the past 12 months.  As can be seen, only 3.04 % used B&Bs.   
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Figure 12 Vacation Accommodation used in the past 12 months in Canada 
 
Since the baby boomers are the number one travellers in Canada it is not surprising that 
they make up the highest percentage of guests at B&Bs as shown in Table 8. 
Table 8 Demographics of guests at B&Bs 
Age: Total (000)’s % vertical %horizontal 
12-17 years - - 0 0 
18-24 years 3,222 74 8.8 2.3 
25-34 years 4,525 168 20 3.7 
35-44 years 4,658 145 17.3 3.1 
45-54 years 5,360 221 26.3 4.1 
55-64 years 4,166 116 13.9 2.8 
65+ 4,595 115 13.7 2.5 
     
Baby Boomers (born in 1945-1965) 9,982 351 41.9 3.5 
Source: PMB 2010 Fall - 1 YR DATABASE (DE) 
 
Of the visitors to Vancouver, 3.4% (or 63,000) stayed in B&Bs (Table 9).  There is a 
factor of 10 difference between this statistic and that of 0.3% shown in Table 7.  It is unclear why 
there is such a discrepancy but it could be that the PMB data is more recent possibly indicating 
that B&Bs are increasing in popularity or more likely that the PMB data encompasses all visitors 
to Vancouver while the data in Table 7 indicates Canadian visitors only.  
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Table 9 Percent of Visitors that stay at B&B's 
City: Total (000)’s % vertical %horizontal 
Toronto 4,434 163 19.4 3.7 
Vancouver 1,875 63 7.5 3.4 
Montreal 3,020 87 10.4 2.9 
Quebec 611 15.9 1.9 2.6 
Ottawa/Gatineau 953 32.1 3.8 3.4 
Calgary 956 72 8.6 7.5 
Edmonton 914 45 5.3 4.9 
Source: PMB 2010 Fall - 1 YR DATABASE (DE) 
 
Table 10 Market origin of overnight visitors to Greater Vancouver 
 YTD 2010 YTD 2009 % change % of total 
visitors 
British Columbia 2,463,842 2,384,765 3.30% 32% 
Alberta 691,569 667,518 3.60% 9% 
Ontario 903,029 870,541 3.70% 12% 
Other Canada 748,835 725,427 3.20% 10% 
TOTAL CANADA 4,807,275 4,648,251 3.40% 62% 
      
Washington 443,791 443,976 0.00% 6% 
Oregon 109,998 110,739 -0.70% 1% 
California 447,085 441,634 1.20% 6% 
Other West US 301,495 295,766 1.90% 4% 
Other US 467,460 456,676 2.40% 6% 
TOTAL US 1,769,829 1,748,791 1.20% 23% 
      
Japan 107,593 95,354 12.80% 1% 
Hong Kong 60,810 60,154 1.10% 1% 
South Korea 87,944 71,789 22.50% 1% 
Taiwan 33,526 35,591 -5.80% 0% 
New Zealand 28,925 26,152 10.60% 0% 
Australia 125,738 111,052 13.20% 2% 
China 100,236 83,455 20.10% 1% 
Malaysia 5,365 3,693 45.30% 0% 
Singapore 10,548 9,448 11.60% 0% 
India 36,626 30,844 18.70% 0% 
Other Asia/Pacific 75,419 77,572 -2.80% 1% 
TOTAL ASIA/PACIFIC 672,730 605,104 11.20% 9% 
      
France 21,719 18,085 20.10% 0% 
Germany 72,346 70,202 3.10% 1% 
United Kingdom 177,012 171,389 3.30% 2% 
Italy 14,329 11,726 22.20% 0% 
Netherlands 28,349 27,228 4.10% 0% 
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Austria 8,188 6,077 34.70% 0% 
Spain 10,138 10,661 -4.90% 0% 
Switzerland 19,964 17,047 17.10% 0% 
Other Europe 72,089 57,360 25.70% 1% 
TOTAL EUROPE 424,134 389,775 8.80% 5% 
      
Brazil 10,012 7,060 41.80% 0% 
Mexico 42,119 54,792 -23.10% 1% 
Argentina 1,708 1,749 -2.30% 0% 
Other Int'nl 55,751 50,383 10.70% 1% 
TOTAL OTHER INT'NL 109,590 113,984 -3.90% 1% 
     
TOTAL VISITORS 7,783,558 7,505,905 3.70%  
(Tourism Vancouver - Marketing Research n.d.) 
Table 10 shows the origin of all the overnight visitors to Vancouver.  It is evident from 
the table that Canadians, and other British Columbians in particular, are the number one visitors 
to Vancouver.  Visitors from the United States make up 23% of Vancouver’s overnight visitors 
with the majority (17%) coming from the west coast.  Vancouver-specific numbers were not 
available, however, US visitors to British Columbia stayed an average of 3.4 nights (Travel 
Characteristics Q2 2010 2010). 
 It is surprising that European and Asia/Pacific visitors make up only 5% and 9% 
respectively, of the total visitors to Vancouver.  These overseas visitors however, stay 
considerably longer than American tourists do.  The average stay of overseas travellers to BC is 
15.6 nights. 
Although Tourism Vancouver was able to provide statistics on overall overnight visitors 
to Vancouver (Table 10), they were not able break down that information further.  Particularly 
important to this analysis is to know the reason for travel of these overnight visitors.  Statistics 
from tourism to British Columbia and Canada in general have been used to estimate any missing 
pieces of information.     
According to the Travel Activity and Motivation Survey (TAMS) conducted in 2006, 
76.1% (Lang Research Inc. 2008) of Canadians who took a trip to British Columbia did so for 
pleasure.  Unfortunately, the percentage of travellers that are visiting friends and relatives was not 
available.  Overall Canadian statistics shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11 will be used to calculate 
the distribution of US and Overseas travellers to Vancouver.  Figure 10 shows that 57% of 
travellers from the US come for a pleasure trip and Figure 11 shows that 39% of Overseas 
travellers come for the same reason. 
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Table 11 shows the activities most engaged in by visitors to Vancouver (in 2007).  As 
shown, visitors to Vancouver participate in a wide variety of activities, including many outdoor 
activities as well as cultural and learning type activities. 
Table 11 Visitors to Vancouver - Trip Activities 2007 
TRIP ACTIVITIES:  
Other activities/same-day main activity 63.60% 
Any Entertainment/Cultural activity (Net D")" 49.60% 
Any Outdoor activity (Net A")" 43.60% 
Any Cultural activity (Net B")" 38.70% 
National, provincial or nature park (A) 34.00% 
Historic site (B,D) 23.30% 
Zoo or aquarium/ITS only botanical garden (D) 21.30% 
Museum or art gallery (B,D) 20.70% 
None/no activities mentioned 16.40% 
Performance such as a play or concert (B,D) 9.70% 
Festival or fair (B,D) 5.70% 
Boating/canoeing/kayaking (Net) (A) 5.40% 
Theme or amusement park (D) 5.30% 
 Boating (A) 5.20% 
Sports event as a spectator (D) 4.80% 
Casino (D) 4.40% 
Downhill skiing or snowboarding (Net) (A,C) 3.30% 
Any Winter Outdoor activity (Net C")" 3.30% 
Camping/Any camping nights (A) 3.20% 
Golfing (A) 2.90% 
Fishing (A) 1.40% 
Hunting (A) 0.10% 
(Tourism Vancouver - Marketing Research n.d.) 
Accommodations, as shown in Table 12, are the biggest expense for visitors to 
Vancouver followed by eating out.  The Mature Hostel would help bring down costs for both the 
top two expenditures. 
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Table 12 Visitors to Vancouver - Spending by Category 2007 
SPENDING BY CATEGORY: per trip 
Accommodation $146.98 
Food & beverage, in restaurants & bars $92.66 
Food & beverage, in stores during trip $21.41 
Clothing $53.34 
Recreation & entertainment $41.43 
Vehicle rental $13.48 
Vehicle operation (incl. gas & repairs) $19.42 
Local transportation $9.91 
Other costs $21.66 
Average spending per person per trip $420.29 
(Tourism Vancouver - Marketing Research n.d.) 
4.2.2.2 Toronto 
Ontario is the most visited province in Canada and Toronto is the number one city visited 
by other Canadians (McLean n.d.).  Toronto had 9.63 million overnight visitors from over 200 
countries in 2009.   It is worth examining Toronto’s tourism market to see if it would be a better 
location to establish the Mature Hostel.   
Domestic, US and Overseas travellers made up approximately 67%, 21% and 12% 
respectively, of the total overnight visitors to Toronto in 2009.  The average length of stay (in 
2008) was 2.4, 3.2 and 9 nights, respectively.  
 
Figure 13 Overnight visitors to Toronto by Trip Purpose - 2009 
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Approximately 31% of overnight visitors come for pleasure as shown in Figure 13.  The 
average length of stay is three nights.  Almost 85% of pleasure travellers are adults only (Tourism 
in Toronto, A Market Analysis 2010). 
Table 13 shows that visitors to Toronto engage in a variety of cultural and learning type 
activities as well as outdoor activities. 
Table 13 Visitors to Toronto - Trip Activities 2009 
Activities as %  Pleasure 
Play/Concert  23.4 
Historic Site  23.2 
Nature Park  21.1 
Museum/Art Gallery  19.8 
Festival or Fair  10.2 
Spectator Sports  11.3 
Zoo/Aquarium/Botanical 
Garden  
11.2 
Amusement Park  9.5 
Casino  5.5 
Boating/Kayaking/Canoeing  7.2 
Golfing  3.3 
Camping  4.6 
(Tourism in Toronto, A Market Analysis 2010) 
Eighty-two percent of all overnight visitors to Toronto are from Ontario and 
approximately 20% are from the Toronto region itself.  In general, the further visitors come from 
the more time and money they spend.  Ontarians tend to be attracted to visiting historic sites and 
attending festivals and therefore may be more inclined to be interested in experiential travel. 
Visitors from the United States represented about 21% of all overnight visitors to 
Toronto, with the top three coming from New York, Michigan and California. 
The top activity for overnight visitors from the United States to Toronto is shopping 
followed by sightseeing.  Visiting historic sites is fifth on the list compared to second for 
domestic tourists.  Shopping is an incidental activity; everyone shops to some extent when they 
travel.  None of the research presented earlier on travel motivations show shopping as a reason.  
While shopping shows up as the number one activity it is important to note that sightseeing, 
visiting historic sites, museums and art galleries and attending plays and concerts all have high 
participation rates. 
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Table 14 Overnight US Visitors to Toronto - Trip Characteristics 2009 
As % Total NY CA NJ+PA New England 
Shopping 53.7 53.7 61.5 57.8 52.2 
Sightseeing 41.2 35.1 41.0 46.1 34.6 
Visit friends or relatives 40.7 35.4 67.6 36.4 48.5 
Bar/Nightclub/Restaurant 27.7 25.6 18.3 31.0 23.5 
Historic site 17.3 10.0 27.2 17.8 16.8 
Play/Concert 16.4 27.4 12.5 16.7 10.1 
Museum or art gallery 16.3 12.3 20.5 15.7 16.1 
Nature Park 10.8 6.6 14.2 8.5 13.5 
Zoo/Aquarium/Botanical Garden 8.6 10.7 4.2 5.3 11.4 
Spectator Sports 7.9 7.6 6.0 7.5 13.3 
Festival 7.8 8.7 10.7 9.3 5.3 
Amusement Park 4.6 10.3 2.8 3.7 2.0 
Casino 3.7 2.0 5.6 5.9 2.1 
Boating/canoeing/kayaking 3.2 0.4 7.3 10.0 1.8 
(Tourism in Toronto, A Market Analysis 2010) 
Table 15 shows the demographics of domestic, US and overseas visitors to Toronto.   
Table 15 Visitors to Toronto - Age Groups 2008 
Age Group (000s) Total  Domestic  US  Overseas  
Under 15 Years  221 2.2% n/a  n/a 155 7.2% 66 4.7% 
15 - 24 (18 - 24 for Canada)  1,756 17.4% 1,521 23.2% 130 6.1% 106 7.6% 
25 - 34  1,820 18.0% 1,322 20.1% 260 12.1% 238 17.1% 
35 - 44  1,756 17.4% 1,126 17.2% 388 18.1% 241 17.3% 
45 - 54  1,748 17.3% 1,060 16.1% 432 20.1% 255 18.3% 
55 - 64  1,434 14.2% 811 12.4% 358 16.7% 266 19.1% 
65+  1,161 11.5% 724 11.0% 268 12.5% 170 12.2% 
Age not stated  203 2.0% 0 0.0% 155 7.2% 48 3.5% 
         
Average Age  42.3  41.2  44.4  44.4   
(Tourism in Toronto, A Market Analysis 2010) 
Table 16 shows that 45.5% of pleasure travellers to Toronto stay in paid 
accommodations. 
Table 16 Visitors to Toronto - Accommodations used 2010 
Accommodation Use Total Business Pleasure VFR 
All paid roofed accommodation %  30.1 78.7 45.5 7.0 
All unpaid accommodation %  63.3 11.3 44.1 89.3 
Other/Not Stated %  5.8 9.9 7.6 3.4 
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4.3 Analysis 
The analysis for the total available market, that is, the total number of visitors to the city 
that would be potential customers to the Mature Hostel is as follows: 
The Autonomous Rebels (AR) and Connected Enthusiasts (CE) in Canada, as described 
in Table 2, make up the primary target market. Autonomous Rebels and Connected Enthusiasts = 
25% + 14% = 39%. 
There are also two segments of baby boomers from the United States that would be 
potential target customers; the Actualizers, which are equivalent to the Autonomous rebels in 
Canada, and the Experiencers, which are equivalent to the Connected Enthusiasts.  Actualizers 
and Experiencers = 15% + 18% = 33%. 
Psychographic segmentation information like that described for Canadian and US (and 
Australian) baby boomers in Section 4.1.1 was not found for people from Europe and 
Asia/Pacific.  For the purpose of this analysis, it is assumed that the segmentation of this group is 
similar to that of Canadians, that is, that 25% of baby boomers from Europe and Asia/Pacific 
would fall into the Autonomous Rebels segment.   There are two segments each for Canada and 
the United States that make up the potential customer base.   A conservative estimate of only one 
equivalent segment is being used for visitors from Europe and Asia/Pacific. 
The total available market analysis (TAM) for Vancouver is shown in Table 17.  76.1% 
(Lang Research Inc. 2008) of travelers to BC come for pleasure.  Distribution between leisure and 
VFR is not provided so a split of 50% is used, that is, it is assumed that half of the pleasure 
travellers to BC are here for leisure and the half are visiting friends and relatives.  Overall 
Canadian numbers shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11 are used to determine the percent of 
pleasure travellers from the US and Overseas respectively.  Visitors from BC have also been 
discounted by 50% because it is believed that tourists from locations within a three to four hour 
drive from Vancouver would not be interested in/looking for an educational/experiential type 
vacation.   
Table 18 shows the same TAM analysis for Vancouver as that shown in Table 17 except 
that the percent of visitors travelling for pleasure have been taken from the distribution for 
Toronto.  The percent of pleasure travellers to Toronto from the US and Overseas is less than that 
for Canada.  In addition, it is believed that a higher percentage of overnight visitors to Vancouver 
come for pleasure than do those to Toronto.  Therefore, using the distribution numbers for 
Toronto provides a lower estimate for Vancouver. 
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Table 17 Total Available Market analysis - Vancouver 
  Total 
visitors 
2010 
% 
pleasure 
% paid 
acc. 
% baby 
boomers 
% 
primary 
target 
 % de-
rate 
Total 
BC 2,463,842 38.1 55.4 38.8 39.0 50.0       39,296  
Rest of Canada 2,343,433 38.1 55.4 38.8 39.0 0.0       74,750  
Total US 1,769,829 57.0 55.4 38.8 33.0 0.0       71,559  
Total ASIA/PACIFIC 672,730 39.0 55.4 38.8 25.0 0.0       14,099  
Total EUROPE 424,134 39.0 55.4 38.8 25.0 0.0          8,889  
Total OTHER INT'NL 109,590 39.0 55.4 38.8 25.0 0.0          2,297  
TOTAL VISITORS 7,783,558          210,889  
 
Table 18 Total Available Market Analysis - Vancouver (Toronto distribution) 
  Total 
visitors 
2010 
% 
pleasure 
% paid 
acc. 
% baby 
boomers 
% 
primary 
target 
 % de-
rate 
Total 
BC 2,463,842 27.0 55.4 38.8 39.0 50.0       27,884  
Rest of Canada 2,343,433 27.0 55.4 38.8 39.0 0.0       53,042  
Total US 1,769,829 34.0 55.4 38.8 33.0 0.0       42,684  
Total ASIA/PACIFIC 672,730 37.0 55.4 38.8 25.0 0.0       13,376  
Total EUROPE 424,134 37.0 55.4 38.8 25.0 0.0          8,433  
Total OTHER INT'NL 109,590 37.0 55.4 38.8 25.0 0.0          2,179  
TOTAL VISITORS 7,783,558          147,598  
 
Table 19 and Table 20 show the potential customer base of those aged 35-44 and 65 and 
over respectively.  The Toronto distribution of pleasure travellers is used to provide a 
conservative estimate.  Psychographic information like that used for the analysis of baby boomers 
has not been analyzed for the 34 to 44 age group.  This group would however fall into the “Peter 
Pan” category and it is believed that a relatively healthy percentage of this group would be 
interested in the offerings of the Mature Hostel.  For the purpose of this analysis, a conservative 
estimate of 15% has been used. 
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Table 19 Total Available Market Analysis of those aged 35-44 - Vancouver (Toronto distribution) 
  Total 
visitors 
2010 
% 
pleasure 
% paid 
acc. 
% of 35-
44 
% 
primary 
target 
 % de-
rate 
Total 
BC 2,463,842 27.0 55.4 15.7 15.0 50.0          4,340  
Rest of Canada 2,343,433 27.0 55.4 15.7 15.0 0.0          8,255  
Total US 1,769,829 34.0 55.4 15.7 15.0 0.0          7,851  
Total ASIA/PACIFIC 672,730 37.0 55.4 15.7 15.0 0.0          3,247  
Total EUROPE 424,134 37.0 55.4 15.7 15.0 0.0          2,047  
Total OTHER INT'NL 109,590 37.0 55.4 15.7 15.0 0.0             529  
TOTAL VISITORS 7,783,558            26,269  
Using the % pleasure distribution used in Table 17 gives a potential customer base of 
37,049. 
The same analysis performed on the 35 - 44 age group has also been carried out for the 
65 and over age group.  Many research papers blur the line between baby boomer and seniors and 
it is expected that the distribution of seniors that would be interested in the Mature Hostel would 
be close to that of baby boomer.  However, since detailed psychographic information was not 
obtained, a conservative estimate of 15% is used. 
Table 20 Total Available Market Analysis of those aged 65 and over - Vancouver (Toronto distribution) 
  Total 
visitors 
2010 
% 
pleasure 
% paid 
acc. 
% of 65 
and 
over 
% 
primary 
target 
 % de-
rate 
Total 
BC 2,463,842 27.0 55.4 14.1 15.0 50.0          3,897  
Rest of Canada 2,343,433 27.0 55.4 14.1 15.0 0.0          7,414  
Total US 1,769,829 34.0 55.4 14.1 15.0 0.0          7,051  
Total ASIA/PACIFIC 672,730 37.0 55.4 14.1 15.0 0.0          2,917  
Total EUROPE 424,134 37.0 55.4 14.1 15.0 0.0          1,839  
Total OTHER INT'NL 109,590 37.0 55.4 14.1 15.0 0.0             475  
TOTAL VISITORS 7,783,558            23,592  
Using the % pleasure distribution used in Table 17 gives a potential customer base of 
33,274. 
The above analysis shows that of the 7.8 million overnight visitors to Vancouver, about 
197,459 (147,598 + 26,269 + 23,592) to 281,212 (210,889+37,049+33,274) would be potential 
customers of the Mature Hostel.   
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Guests of B&Bs would, to some extent, already be predisposed to staying at the Mature 
Hostel.  Table 9 shows that 63,000 visitors to Vancouver stayed in B&Bs in the past twelve 
months. 
Table 21 shows the TAM analysis for Toronto.  Visitors from Ontario were discounted 
for the same reason that BC visitors to Vancouver were discounted. 
Table 21 Total Available Market Analysis - Toronto 
  Total 
visitors 
2010 
% 
pleasure 
% paid 
acc. 
% baby 
boomers 
% 
primary 
target 
 % de-
rate 
Total 
Ontario 5,260,000 27 45.5 28.5 39.0 50.0       35,912  
Rest of Canada 1,160,000 27 45.5 28.5 39.0 0.0       15,840  
Total US 2,010,000 34 45.5 36.8 33.0 0.0       37,761  
Total Overseas 1,200,000 37 45.5 37.4 25.0 0.0       18,889  
TOTAL VISITORS 9,630,000          108,402  
The TAM analysis for Toronto shows that of the 9.6 million overnight visitors only 
108,000 would be potential customers of the Mature Hostel.  Although Toronto receives more 
overall visitors than Vancouver, a larger percentage of them are from the same province – in fact, 
20% are from the greater Toronto area.   
Table 9 shows that a total of 163,000 visitors to Toronto stayed in B&Bs in the past 
twelve months. 
On a purely potential customer base, the above analysis indicates that Vancouver would 
be a better location than Toronto to start the Mature Hostel. 
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5: Industry Analysis 
The following is an analysis of the lodging industry in Canada and the United States.  
Although there are variations as to how the lodging industry can be defined, it is defined here as 
accommodations consisting of hotels, motels, Bed and Breakfasts and hostels.  The purpose of 
this analysis is to review the lodging industry to determine potential gaps or opportunities in the 
industry’s offerings, in light of the baby boomer generation entering retirement and having the 
time and desire to travel.  The concept of a new type of accommodation – a cross between a hotel 
and a hostel, offering the best of both, catering to a more mature crowd and adding an educational 
component - is used as a basis of comparison for the analysis.  
5.1 Industry boundaries 
Accommodation options generally range from top of the line, five star hotels and resorts 
to basic hostels and even campgrounds.  Figure 14 illustrates the breakdown of the industry.  Four 
and five star hotels and resorts typically appeal to those travelling for a shorter period of time 
who want to enjoy comfort, and even luxury.  This is opposed to those more concerned with 
value, meeting other travellers and experiencing more of the local life.  Campgrounds for tents 
and trailers attract another specific group.  While budget may be one of their concerns, their 
primary focus is enjoying the outdoors. 
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Figure 14 Industry Breakdown 
The oval in Figure 14 shows that the concept of the Mature Hostel would actually fall 
across existing industry boundaries.  In some respects, one could consider all the fore mentioned 
accommodations competitors, with extended stay hotels and hostels being the primary 
competitors. Accommodations such as the YWCA hotel would also be very strong competitors.  
University residences and Bed and Breakfasts’ would also be competitors to lesser extent.  This is 
examined in more detail Section 8.1.  In some respects, however, one could argue that there are 
no real competitors since the Mature Hostel is creating a new market especially if you include the 
educational/experiential component.  
  Baby boomers on a budget might not travel for as long as they would like or at all.  
Similarly, more mature singles not wanting to travel alone might also choose not to travel unless 
there was a place for them to meet other travellers. 
Hostels provide budget oriented, sociable accommodation where guests can rent a bed, 
and have access to shared facilities such as bathrooms, lounges and kitchens.  Dormitories 
typically have four to ten beds.  Private rooms may also be available but are currently very 
limited.  Hostels are generally cheaper for both the operator and the occupants (Wikipedia n.d.). 
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Hostels offer two significant draws for travellers – economic and social.  Hostels offer an 
environment and facilities for people to meet.  This is definitely one of the biggest appeals, 
especially for single travellers. 
In terms of economics, hostels are budget accommodations generally costing between 
$20-$40 a night for a bed in a dormitory to $80-$100 a night for a private room.  Hostels, 
however, offer substantially more savings than just the price of a nights stay.  Eating out makes 
up 16.7% (Best Customers: Demographics of Consumer Demand 2009) of the average annual 
household spending on travel in the US – the third highest expenditure after airfare and lodging.  
In Vancouver, overnight visitors spend an average of $146.98 on accommodations and $92.66 on 
food and beverage in restaurants and bars (Tourism Vancouver - Marketing Research n.d.).  It is 
clear to see that having the ability to make your own meals can provide substantial savings. 
Extended stay (ES) hotels offer many of the amenities of hotels but also offer in suite 
kitchens.  The in suite kitchens obviously offer the same cost advantages to the traveller as the 
shared kitchens in hostels.  The average ES hotel room cost $85.60 a night in June 2008 versus 
$107.64 for the average US hotel room (USA Today n.d.).  Extended stay hotels have 
traditionally catered to business travellers, who continue to be their major customer.  ES hotels 
are, however, starting to tap into the leisure market by creating more social spaces.  Although 
most ES hotels will accept single night visitors, they tend to target guests who will stay 5 nights 
or more and preferably as many as 25 nights for a single stay (The CBC Interactive Business 
Network n.d.). 
Boutique hotels that include an educational or social component to their offerings are 
starting to appear.  Section 3.3 describes a few of these hotels and their offerings.  These 
establishments will have higher start-up and operating costs than the Mature Hostel.  However, 
for established companies their start-up costs are sunk costs and therefore not relevant in 
determining what the hotel offers.  Although the operations costs are higher, adding a “minibar 
for the mind” or a website allowing guests to meet each other online before they get a chance to 
meet each other in person is not a considerable expense. 
The Bed and Breakfast industry is estimated to be worth $3.4 billion in the United States.  
It is also estimated that there are approximately 17,000 B&Bs/ inns in the US.  According to the 
Professional Association of InnKeepers International (PAII) the average daily rate for a B&B/Inn 
is US $150 (PAII n.d.).  A typical B&B has between 4 and 11 rooms, 94% of which have private 
baths.  Only 23% of B&Bs were in urban locations.  
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Industry Canada shows that there are only 388 B&Bs in all of British Columbia (Table 
56).  Trip Advisor (Trip Advisor n.d.) shows that there are 124 B&Bs in Greater Vancouver.  An 
analysis of the B&Bs listed on the site showed that only five had accommodation rates of less 
than $100 and 38 had rates of less than $150. 
Bed and Breakfasts have traditionally been low-margin businesses that work best when 
the owner’s mortgage payments are small.  With the current collapse of the real estate market, 
particularly in the United States, it might be a good time for B&Bs.  However with the housing 
markets starting to recover, albeit slowly, with interest rates having nowhere to go but up and 
liability insurance rates increasing, profit margins will continue to decrease.  Revenues have 
increased slightly but not enough to keep up with expenses.  At 43.7% (Professional Association 
of Inkeepers International n.d.), B&Bs have some of the lowest occupancy rates in the hospitality 
business.  This is in large part because B&Bs generally get seasonal and weekend guests only. 
During the last real estate bubble, many B&Bs were worth more as private residences 
than as B&Bs.  Sales and conversion back to private residences resulted in an 11% decline in 
B&Bs between 2002 and 2007.  As the business model for B&Bs is under pressure, many newer 
ones are moving away from their traditional small communal roots.  Some are adding private 
entrances, others are providing different breakfast options (such as providing breakfasts in rooms) 
and others are opening mini-hotels with amenities like gyms.  It is more efficient to operate inns 
that have “21 rooms or more generating $500,000 a year and a profit margin of 30% or more” 
(Professional Association of Inkeepers International n.d.). 
The Mature Hostel would fall right in between the offerings of the youth hostel and the 
extended stay hotel.  As mentioned above, one of the key appeals of hostels is the social aspect.  
Shared features of the hostel experience such as dorm rooms and lack of private bathrooms are 
unappealing to more mature adults.  And although many of these travellers are travelling on a 
budget, especially if they want to travel for a long time, they are not as budget conscious as the 
youth hostel backpackers and would be willing to pay more for a private room, especially if they 
are saving money on meals.  ES hotels offer private kitchens and in-suite TVs taking away from 
the social aspect. 
The Mature Hostel cost model would fall between that of the youth hostel and the 
extended stay hotel.  The Mature Hostel would be more expensive to develop and operate than a 
youth hostel, since it would need to have more private rooms as opposed to dormitories.  It would 
however be considerably cheaper than ES hotels since each room would not need a kitchen, 
cooking utensils, TVs etc. 
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The focus would be initially on Canada and the United States, specifically Vancouver and 
Toronto.  Cities in the United States will be researched for possible expansion opportunities at a 
later date.   Business start up would be relatively simple.  Europe would also be an excellent 
region for future development.  With the high cost of accommodation and food being so high, 
Europe would offer the ideal environment for low budget accommodation with social 
opportunities.  Asia and other developing countries already offer a plenitude of budget 
accommodation and very inexpensive dining options and therefore are not a valid option. 
5.2 Supply Chain 
The tourism industry overall includes airlines, car rentals, all forms of accommodation 
and various other expenses.  Figure 15, however, shows a simplified industry supply chain 
focused on the Mature Hostel.  Furniture companies would generally be one-time suppliers with 
some replacement throughout.  Laundry and janitorial services in youth hostels are generally not 
required since many youth hostels employ travellers who are staying for a significant time.  This 
would probably not be the case for Mature Hostels since these mature travellers would most 
likely not want to do these jobs, hence these services would have to either be outsourced or 
performed directly by the Mature Hostel (vertically integrated).  These services, however, are 
required to a much lesser extent than that required by hotels and even ES hotels (rooms would not 
be made every day, for example, only when guests leave).  Web site booking agencies are 
positioned as suppliers.  Websites, like Hostels.com, allow travellers to book rooms in hostels.  
Website booking agencies would also be buyers in the industry since many of the companies 
(Expedia, Travelocity, etc) buy blocks of rooms from hotels. The consumer or traveller is, of 
course, the final buyer in the supply chain.  Tour operators, like website booking agencies, could 
be both suppliers and buyers.  Operators could buy blocks of rooms.  Elderhostel, described later 
would be an example.   
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Figure 15 Industry Supply Chain 
Value is created by the customer paying for accommodation.  Accommodation is the 
second largest travel expenditure after airfare and accounts for 23.4% (Best Customers: 
Demographics of Consumer Demand 2009) of the average annual household travel budget.  
Along the supply chain, value is appropriated by owners of scarce resources. In the supply chain 
shown in Figure 15, the owner of the scarce resource - real estate in desired/central location - is 
the property owner.  The next in line for appropriating value would be the Mature Hostel.  The 
hostel owner and the property owner can be one and the same, however, this is tending not be the 
case as options such as leasing, franchising and management services reduce capital requirements 
and make entry into the industry easier. 
There is not a lot of vertical integration in the industry.  Some of the bigger players do 
vertically integrate in that they have their own real estate (property owner) divisions. This makes 
sense of course since, as explained above, property owners appropriate the largest share.   
 It obviously would not make sense for hostels to make their own furniture.  Furniture 
companies are numerous and switching costs are minimal.  Similarly, laundry and janitorial 
service companies are numerous and switching costs are minimal.  These companies specialize in 
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offering these resources and outsourcing to them could actually reduce cost.  Website booking 
companies are increasing by the dozen.  They tend to charge a high percentage and therefore 
many hostels are creating their own sites. 
5.3 Key characteristics 
The market structure or industry concentration can be broken into several different areas 
from five star hotels down to basic hostels and B&Bs.  This industry includes a number of large 
players such as Marriott, Hilton, Wyndham, Accor and Best Western.  Most of these industry 
leaders operate several different chains.  There are, however, a large number of independent 
players as well.  Hostels are generally independent players in the industry. Hostelling 
International is one of the largest federations of hostels consisting of more than 90 national youth 
hostel associations in more than 80 countries who have over 4,500 affiliated youth hotels around 
the world (Wikipedia n.d.).  Brand recognition is important in the industry as end users are 
making a decision about an experiential good from a distance. Property websites attempt to 
address the lack of information especially for unbranded properties.  
 
Figure 16 Industry Structure of the B&B and Hostel Segment in the US 
 
Figure 17 Industry Structure of the Hotel and Motel Segment in the US 
Figure 16 provides a summary of the industry structure of the B&B and Hostel segment 
of the industry in the US.  Figure 17 provides a summary of the industry structure of the Hotel 
and Motel segment of the industry in the US.  Both these figures indicate that these segments are 
both in the growth stage.  One of the key features of a growth industry is that revenue grows 
faster than the economy (IBISWorld 2010, 9).  According to The World Bank (Worldbank n.d.), 
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real GDP growth for the United States is expected to be 3.3%, 2.9% and 3.0% for 2010, 2011 and 
2012 respectively.  Revenues for the Hotel and Motel Industry are expected to increase at an 
average annual rate of 3.7% between 2010 and 2015 (IBISWorld 2010, 7). 
The industry generated total revenues of $16.3 billion (Datamonitor 2009) and $144.9 
billion (Datamonitor 2009) in Canada and the US, respectively, in 2008.  The domestic consumer 
segment was the most lucrative for both countries.  Figure 18 and Figure 19 show the industry 
segmentation for Canada and the US, respectively. 
 
Figure 18 Canada Industry Segmentation: % Share by Value, 2008 
 
Figure 19 United States Industry Segmentation: % Share by Value, 2008 
Table 22 and Table 23 show the historical performance of the lodging industry by sales 
and outlets for Canada and Table 24 and Table 25 show it for the US.  The data shows that sales 
increased between 2004 and 2008 but declined in 2009 for every sector in the industry.   
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Table 22 Travel Accommodation Sales by Sector 2004 - 2009, Canada 
C$ million 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
       Hotels  7,696.2 8,101.6 9,975.5 11,269.5 12,262.1 10,399.0 
- Chained Hotels  4,727.5 4,972.9 6,075.9 6,794.0 7,512.1 6,332.0 
- Independent Hotels  2,968.7 3,128.8 3,899.6 4,475.5 4,750.0 4,067.0 
Other Travel 
Accommodation  
2,041.7 2,129.1 2,250.1 2,329.2 2,386.0 2,232.3 
- Campsites  291.1 296.1 302.2 308.5 311.2 297.2 
- Chalets  184.6 190.1 196.8 198.7 208.7 221.7 
- Guesthouses  406.2 443.3 493.9 521.5 530.0 487.1 
- Hostels  97.1 106.0 118.1 124.7 126.7 120.3 
- Motels  702.5 700.6 701.1 713.4 739.3 656.0 
- Private Accommodation  110.1 120.2 133.9 141.4 143.7 139.2 
- Self-Catering Apartments  105.1 114.7 127.8 134.9 137.1 131.5 
- Other Other Travel 
Accommodation  
145.0 158.2 176.3 186.2 189.2 179.4 
Total  9,737.9 10,230.8 12,225.6 13,598.7 14,648.0 12,631.3 
Source: Euromonitor International 
Table 23 Travel Accommodation Outlets by Sector 2004- 2009, Canada 
outlets 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
       Hotels  7,171.0 7,168.0 7,223.0 7,269.0 7,298.0 7,303.0 
- Chained Hotels  1,370.0 1,374.0 1,385.0 1,390.0 1,398.0 1,400.0 
- Independent Hotels  5,801.0 5,794.0 5,838.0 5,879.0 5,900.0 5,903.0 
Other Travel 
Accommodation  
22,781.0 23,366.0 23,718.0 23,939.0 24,359.0 24,320.0 
- Campsites  1,559.0 1,564.0 1,573.0 1,607.0 1,621.0 1,623.0 
- Chalets  1,906.0 1,961.0 1,993.0 2,011.0 2,046.0 2,150.0 
- Guesthouses  7,717.0 7,938.0 8,067.0 8,140.0 8,281.0 8,211.0 
- Hostels  275.0 281.0 286.0 278.0 283.0 283.0 
- Motels  1,007.0 1,009.0 1,013.0 1,018.0 1,055.0 1,053.0 
- Private Accommodation  4,183.0 4,303.0 4,373.0 4,413.0 4,490.0 4,451.0 
- Self-Catering 
Apartments  
3,651.0 3,756.0 3,817.0 3,852.0 3,918.0 3,915.0 
- Other Other Travel 
Accommodation  
2,483.0 2,554.0 2,596.0 2,620.0 2,665.0 2,634.0 
Total  29,952.0 30,534.0 30,941.0 31,208.0 31,657.0 31,623.0 
Source: Euromonitor International 
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Table 24 Travel Accommodations Sales by Sector 2004 - 2009, United States 
US$ million 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
       Hotels  78,697.4 86,000.3 92,758.7 99,621.0 100,351.3 85,753.4 
- Chained Hotels  56,174.9 61,181.1 65,828.8 72,928.5 75,654.8 64,605.5 
- Independent 
Hotels  
22,522.5 24,819.2 26,929.9 26,692.5 24,696.5 21,147.8 
Other Travel 
Accommodation  
31,521.5 34,294.5 37,103.9 39,229.7 38,404.3 32,054.4 
- Campsites  3,146.5 3,176.1 3,133.0 3,187.4 3,223.0 3,184.6 
- Chalets  - - - - - - 
- Guesthouses  3,859.0 4,038.0 4,191.0 4,216.0 3,836.2 2,696.7 
- Hostels  27.0 27.7 27.6 27.9 29.3 29.2 
- Motels  6,416.1 6,698.4 6,981.8 7,498.4 7,553.3 6,454.6 
- Private 
Accommodation  
- - - - - - 
- Self-Catering 
Apartments  
18,072.9 20,354.3 22,770.5 24,300.0 23,762.5 19,689.3 
- Other Other 
Travel 
Accommodation  
- - - - - - 
Total  110,218.9 120,294.8 129,862.6 138,850.7 138,755.6 117,807.7 
Source: Euromonitor International 
Table 25 Travel Accommodation Outlets by Sector 2004 - 2009, United States 
outlets 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
       Hotels  40,456.0 40,372.0 39,839.0 40,676.0 41,901.0 43,118.0 
- Chained Hotels  21,413.0 21,397.0 21,407.0 22,350.0 23,437.0 24,156.0 
- Independent 
Hotels  
19,043.0 18,975.0 18,432.0 18,326.0 18,464.0 18,962.0 
Other Travel 
Accommodation  
1,261,374.0 1,296,276.0 1,325,863.0 1,344,725.0 1,353,868.0 1,360,701.0 
- Campsites  15,900.0 16,000.0 16,050.0 16,160.0 16,270.0 16,391.0 
- Chalets  - - - - - - 
- Guesthouses  20,200.0 20,280.0 20,300.0 20,330.0 20,410.0 20,432.0 
- Hostels  727.0 738.0 747.0 755.0 757.0 759.0 
- Motels  7,240.0 7,310.0 7,390.0 7,480.0 7,701.0 7,909.0 
- Private 
Accommodation  
- - - - - - 
- Self-Catering 
Apartments  
1,217,307.0 1,251,948.0 1,281,376.0 1,300,000.0 1,308,730.0 1,315,210.0 
- Other Other 
Travel 
Accommodation  
- - - - - - 
Total  1,301,830.0 1,336,648.0 1,365,702.0 1,385,401.0 1,395,769.0 1,403,819.0 
Source: Euromonitor International 
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Figure 20 shows historical as well as future projections of domestic visitor nights for the 
lodging industry in the US.  This is expected to grow by approximately 10% between 2010 and 
2014. 
 
Figure 20 Total Domestic Visitor Nights, United States 
5.4 Porter’s five forces 
Michael Porter’s Five Forces framework is the standard used to identify and assess the 
forces influencing industry profitability.  It will be used to analyze the Mature Hostel concept 
from the perspective of a potential entrant into the lodging industry. 
5.4.1 Threat of substitutes 
The table below lists the various types of accommodations that make up the lodging 
industry and the level of threat that they would pose to the Mature Hostel concept. 
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Table 26 Types of Substitutes 
Type Explanation Threat level 
4 and 5 
star hotels 
These are expensive hotels that offer the best of everything.  Top 
quality beds and furnishings, large rooms and amenities like 
swimming pools and gyms. 
None 
3 star 
hotels 
3 star hotels are usually basic but comfortable accommodations, with 
private bathrooms and some home comforts such as televisions, etc. 
Medium-
High 
1 and 2 
star hotels 
These economy hotels offer the bare basics.  Bed quality and 
furnishings are low quality.  Generally, there are no amenities.  
These establishments have a reputation for being poorly kept.  They 
are generally further out of town and they don’t offer restaurants 
Low 
B & B 
Bed and Breakfast accommodations can offer the cultural/local 
experience that many travellers are looking for.  B&Bs however tend 
to be located further from town, even more so than 1 and 2 star 
hotels, making it difficult to get around. They often restrict entry to 
the accommodation after certain hours making it difficult for those 
that choose to enjoy the local nightlife. 
Low – 
Medium 
Hostels 
Hostels pose a significant threat in terms of substitutes.  It would be 
relatively simple for hostels to adjust their offering to cater to the 
needs of baby boomers.  Hostels are generally centrally located and 
they definitely offer the social aspect that many travellers are 
looking for.  Hostels currently cater to a younger crowd – 61% are 
under 25 (Hecht and Martin 2006). 
High 
Extended 
Stay 
Hotels 
This type of hotel is easily equal to, if not a greater threat than 
Hostels.  Rooms have flat screen TVs, desks and a full kitchen.  ES 
hotels are starting to offer common public areas to foster guest 
interaction, as well as amenities such as pools and fitness centres.    
ES hotels are however more of an extension of hotels, which 
currently do not have an atmosphere as conducive to socializing as 
do traditional hostels. 
High 
5.4.2 Bargaining Power of Suppliers 
Figure 15 shows the industry supply chain.  Property owners, furniture companies, labour 
etc. are all suppliers to the industry.  Although some of these companies maybe large relative to 
the firm, there are a large number of alternative suppliers.  Switching costs between suppliers is 
low and hence the bargaining power of suppliers is low.   
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5.4.3 Rivalry 
The industry has a low concentration.  The top four players in the industry are expected 
to account for less than 20% of the available market share in 2010 (Bed and Breakfast & Hostel 
Accommodations in the US 2010).  There is a high degree of competition in the industry.  Firms 
in the industry, and particularly in the same segment, attempt to differentiate themselves based on 
some service offering but, in the end, generally compete on price.  This of course has the effect of 
reducing industry profits.  The industry is experiencing growth providing opportunities for new 
entrants, however, exit barriers are high resulting in moderate rivalry overall. 
5.4.4 Bargaining Power of Buyers 
The main buyers in this industry are the consumers that actually pay for accommodations.  
As there are an extremely large number of customers and they are individually small in size, their 
buying power is reduced since the impact of losing one customer is not a significant threat to the 
business. 
As shown in Figure 15, Tour operators can also be buyers.  For example, depending on 
the size of the business (i.e., number of beds), tour operators can have an impact by booking 
entire tour groups in to the hostel.  There are, however, numerous tour operators and therefore 
their buying power is limited since switching costs would be minimal. 
5.4.5 Threat of New Entrants 
Threats to entry depend on industry profitably and barriers to entry.  This industry is 
highly competitive particularly due to the industry being fragmented with many small operators.    
Hostels and B&Bs are generally owner operated and small in scale, therefore offer few barriers to 
entry.  Franchise, lease and management agreement contracts significantly lower the capital 
requirements for entry thereby reducing barriers to entry.  Figure 21 and Figure 22 show the 
barriers to entry checklist for the Hostel and B&B segment and the Hotel and Motel segment 
respectively.  Note that although barriers to entry are low for independent operators, significant 
profits are derived from economies of scale involving multiple properties.  The investment capital 
required for this is high and will increase the barriers to entry. 
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Figure 21 Barriers to Entry for the Hostel and B&B Industry in the US 
 
 
Figure 22 Barriers to Entry for the Hotel and Motel Industry in the US 
5.4.6 Governments 
It is worth augmenting Porter’s Five Forces with government policy.  The industry is 
highly labour intensive.  The American Hotel and Lodging Association reported that the industry 
employed 1.7 million workers (American Hotel and Lodging Association n.d.) at the end of 2009.  
Many of these employees were restaurant staff, housekeeping and building maintenance workers 
earning minimum wage.  Government regulations affecting minimum wage would definitely have 
an impact on industry profitability. 
As a matter of fact, the BC government recently announced an increase to the minimum 
wage from $8.00/hour to $10.25/hour, by mid 2012, an increase of over 25%. 
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Liquor licences and zoning applications would also be affected by government 
regulations.  The inability to obtain a liquor license would affect both the appeal of the Mature 
Hostel and its revenue model. 
5.4.7 Complementors 
Complementors are producers who either buy from your suppliers or sell to your 
customers (Shapiro n.d.).  Complementors could be, for example, tour operators that specifically 
target baby boomers. One company in particular could be an important complementor: Road 
Scholar (by Elderhostel).   This not-for-profit organization organizes educational travel programs 
all across Canada and the United States.  Their participants are generally over the age of 50.  
Their mission is to “empower adults to explore the world’s places, peoples, cultures and ideas, 
and in so doing to discover more about themselves” (Road Scholar n.d.).  The company’s roots 
actually evolved from staying in hostels however, they tend to book three star hotels now.  
Combining their educational program with staying at a Mature Hostel would be a great fit – the 
Mature Hostel would gain customers and the Road Scholar program would be able to save costs. 
5.5 Industry Dynamics 
The state of the economy certainly has an impact on tourism and therefore, the 
accommodation industry.  With the global economy recovering from the 2008-2009 recession and 
on a slow trajectory of economic growth, tourism will pick up.  In fact, tourism is expected to 
grow faster than the economy.  According to the US Travel Association, total travel expenditure 
in the US is expected to grow from just over $700 billion in 2010 to just under $900 billion in 
2013 (US Travel Association n.d.).   
The compound annual growth rate for the lodging industry in the period 2008 - 2013 is 
expected to be 3.4% (Datamonitor 2009) for the United stated and 4.2% (Datamonitor 2009) for 
Canada.  Figure 23 and Figure 24 show the Value forecast for the Hotel and Motel segment for 
Canada and the US respectively. 
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Figure 23 Canada Hotels and Motels Segment Value Forecast: $billion, 2008 - 2013 
 
 
Figure 24 United States Hotels and Motels Segment Value Forecast: $billion, 2008 - 2013 
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The industry is expected to begin expanding again particularly into segments such as 
extended stay hotels, boutique hotels, spa and health retreats and resorts.  The number of 
establishments is expected to increase by 1.3% (IBISWorld 2010, 4) per year between 2010 and 
2015.  Inbound travel into the US is expected to increase by 3.5% (IBISWorld 2010, 7) per year 
between 2010 and 2015. 
The Internet has and is continuing to play an increasing role in the lodging industry.  
Internet booking are increasing.  For example, direct web reservations for the Hilton chain have 
increased from 9% in 2000 to 25% (estimated) in 2010 (IBISWorld 2010, 8).  Supplies are also 
being bought via the web in order to reduce costs. 
Overall, industry profit margins are expected to grow over the next few years in response 
to the increase in demand.   
Over the next 30 years, 86 million baby boomers in North America will control the 
leisure travel market.  This group now has the time and desire to travel, with a significant 
component on a limited budget.     
5.6 Conclusion 
The lodging industry is expected to grow over the next five years.  Furthermore, 
concentration is low, competition is high and barriers to entry are low.  The low cost 
accommodation segment will also continue to expand.  However, competition will be based on 
price and therefore reducing costs will be critical for success.  The Mature Hostel offers a 
significant cost advantage over extended stay hotels. 
Baby boomers are ready to play.  An increasing number of them want to travel, but they 
want to do more than just see a place.  An increasing number of them are also single.  They want 
to have experiences and they want to meet people.  The Mature Hostel meets this need. 
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6: Opportunity 
The opportunity for a Mature Hostel definitely exists.  Chapters 2 and 3 clearly identified the 
motivations and needs of the baby boomers.  This group wants to travel and they want to 
experience their travels.   
Figure 25, Figure 26, Figure 27 and Figure 28 show the feature and service comparison 
for the Mature Hostel in relation to existing industry offerings using a strategic canvas map.  It is 
evident from these maps that there is a niche that can be exploited.  The maps show that 3-star 
hotels, extended stay hotels and youth hostels are potential competitors but none of them offers 
the advantages and price point that the Mature Hostel offers.  3-star hotels are more expensive 
than the Mature Hostel and definitely do not offer the social aspect.  Their cost structure is more 
expensive since they generally operate restaurants.  This additional expense is channelled down to 
the consumer making it more expensive for them as well.  Youth hostels offer a number of 
similarities to the Mature Hostel but obviously target a different demographic.  However, many 
Youth hostels have private rooms and could very easily become direct competitors.  Extended 
stay hotels are somewhat more costly than the Mature Hostel.  Their cost structure is also more 
expensive than the Mature Hostel (kitchen, TVs in every suite).  The social aspect for these 
hotels, although much better than 3-star hotels, is still limited. The YWCA is probably one of the 
closest competitors to the Mature Hostel.  It offers private rooms at an economical price.  It does 
not, however, offer the community and educational aspects of the Mature Hostel. 
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Figure 25 Strategic Canvas Map: Mature Hostel vs. Youth Hostel and Extended Stay Hotel 
 
Figure 26 Strategic Canvas Map: Mature Hostel vs. 1 and 3 star hotels 
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Figure 27 Strategic Canvas Map: Mature Hostel vs. B&Bs and 2 start hotels 
 
 
Figure 28 Strategic Canvas Map: Mature Hostel vs. Youth Hostel and YWCA Hotel 
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Figure 29 shows a positional map of where the Mature Hostel would fit relative to the 
other segments in the industry.  As with the strategic canvas maps it is evident that an opportunity 
exists for the Mature Hostel. 
 
 
Figure 29 Lodging Industry Positional Map 
 
The total available market in Vancouver, from the analysis shown in Table 17 and Table 
18, is between 197,459 to 281,212 customers a year.  These numbers are conservative because 
they do not include any business or VFR travellers.   
The proposed 40 room Mature Hostel with its distribution of private and dorms rooms 
has a total of 55 beds and a maximum occupancy of 90 people (35 queen rooms with two people 
per room + 20 dorm beds). Private rooms, however, are the same price whether one or two people 
occupy them and therefore the Mature Hostel only needs 55 people a night to be fully occupied.  
On a worst-case basis, assuming that each person spends only one night, then the Mature Hostel 
needs 55 x 365 = 20,075 guests per year, which is between 7.1% and 10.2% of the potential 
customer base.  Requiring 10% of the potential customer base is, of course, a substantial risk.   If, 
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however, we use the average length of stay of visitors to Vancouver (Table 5) of 4.2 nights is 
used then the Mature Hostel only needs 55 X 365/4.2 = 4780 guests per year which is between 
1.7% and 2.2% of the potential customer base.   
The average length of stay of US visitor to BC is 3.4 nights and 15.6 nights for overseas 
visitors.  Using this range, the Mature Hostel would need between 1287 and 5904 visitors. 
This top down and bottom up analysis coupled with the research on baby boomer 
motivations and travel desires along with trends in the lodging industry indicate that the market 
for the Mature Hostel definitely exists! 
6.1 Not for profit 
An avenue that needs to be investigated, but was beyond the scope of this project, is the 
possibility of operating the Mature Hostel as a not for profit organization.  Both Elderhostel and 
Hollyhock are operated as not for profits.  
Operating an organization as a not for profit seems to give it a sense of credibility which 
of course would help bring in customers.  There is the possibility of charging a higher 
management fee but exit strategy options would be limited.  There is also the possibility of 
operating the Mature Hostel as a not for profit initially and then converting it to a for profit 
organization once the brand is established.   
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7: Financial Plan 
7.1 Company Structure 
The Mature Hostel will be structured as two separate organizations.  A real estate holding 
company will be created that will actually own the property.  A separate operating company will 
also be created that will be responsible for the actual operation of the Mature Hostel.  The 
operating company will lease the property from the holding company. 
There are number of reasons to structure the Mature Hostel in this way: 
• Liability – each company is sheltered from the other; 
• Taxes – by leasing the property, the operating company can expense the entire 
lease payment (instead of just the interest portion).  This increases expenses and 
therefore decreases overall operating revenue and therefore the amount of taxes 
the operating company pays; and 
• Exit Strategy – having two separate companies provides for more options - both 
companies can be sold together or independently; or the owner could hold onto 
the property company and sell the operating company. 
7.2 Research and Analysis 
7.2.1 Property and renovations 
An analysis of some of the properties that have sold in the lower mainland in 2009 and 
2010 is shown in Table 27.  The table shows that the average price per door in Vancouver is 
approximately $76,000 dollars. 
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Table 27 Average property price per door in Vancouver hotel sales 
Property Closing 
Date 
Units $/Unit Total 
1 Feb-09 71 111,831 7940001 
2 Mar-09 35 57086 1998010 
3 Mar-09 32 87500 2800000 
4 May-09 25 34000 850000 
5 Jul-09 44 69205 3045020 
6 Aug-09 25 34000 850000 
7 Dec-09 12 91667 1100004 
8 Dec-09 21 95245 2000145 
9 Jan-10 37 67468 2496316 
10 Apr-10 25 40000 1000000 
11 Apr-10 73 109423 7987879 
12 Jun-10 37 64865 2400005 
13 Aug-10 76 59211 4500036 
  513  38967416 
     
  Average price per 
door: 
75959.87 
Using the average price per door of $75959.87, the total purchase price for 30, 40 and 50 
unit properties is show in Table 28. 
Table 28 Total purchase price for 30, 40 and 50 unit properties 
30 units $2,278,796 
40 units $3,038,395 
50 units $3,797,994 
Renovations to the individual units as well as to the common areas will be needed in 
order to meet the requirements of the Mature Hostel.  It is estimated that renovations will cost 
$4000/unit.  This includes all construction work required – bathrooms, painting, flooring and 
electrical.  In order to account for the larger common spaces required for the Mature Hostel, a 50 
unit property will be purchased of which 40 units will be guest rooms and the other 10 will be 
converted to common spaces.  Common area renovations include creating a lobby and lounge 
area and a kitchen and bar area.   
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Table 29 Renovation costs 
 Units to 
renovate 
Renovations/unit Sub-total General 
renovations 
Total 
30 units 25 4000 100000 100000 200000 
40 units 33 4000 132000 120000 252000 
50 units 40 4000 160000 140000 300000 
7.2.1.1 Financing 
Typical financing for this type of a business is 65% loan to value with an amortization 
term of 20 years (Commercial Broker 2011).  Although current interest rates are lower, an interest 
rate of 6% has been used for the mortgage calculations.  This will ensure that the companies can 
meet their financial obligations even when interest rates rise.  Detailed mortgage date is shown in 
Appendix D. 
Table 30 Total mortgage and start-up funding required and lease payments 
# 
Units 
Purchase 
Price 
Total 
Renovations 
Total 
Required 
Total 
Mortgage 
Start-up 
Required 
30 2,278,796 200,000 2,478,796 1,611,218 867,579 
40 3,038,395 252,000 3,290,395 2,138,757 1,151,638 
50 3,797,994 300,000 4,097,994 2,663,696 1,434,298 
7.2.2 Revenue model analysis 
7.2.2.1 Accommodations 
Table 31 shows the average hotel occupancy rates for major cities in Canada and the 
United states.  It clearly shows that 2009 was a particularly bad year for the hotel industry with 
hotel occupancy rates down across the board.  It also shows that Vancouver and Toronto are in 
the top 10 highest occupancy rates indicating that they are good potential cities to be in.  Table 32 
shows that Toronto and Vancouver ranked 12th and 16th, respectively, in terms of hotel occupancy 
growth rate. 
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Table 31 Hotel Occupancy Ranking - 2009 
Ranked by 2009 Occupancy (as %)      
      
    2008 2009 
City  2008 2009 % Change Rank Rank 
New York  81.90 77.20 -5.7  1 1 
Oahu Island  75.00 73.30 -2.3  3 2 
San Francisco  75.30 71.60 -4.9  2 3 
Miami - Hialeah  71.40 65.20 -8.7  4 4 
Washington  67.00 64.90 -3.1  12 5 
L.A. - Long Beach  71.10 64.30 -9.6  5 6 
Vancouver  70.10 64.30 -8.4  6 6 
Anaheim - Santa Ana  68.70 64.10 -6.7  8 8 
San Diego  69.50 63.30 -8.9  7 9 
Toronto  67.60 62.30 -7.8  10 10 
Boston  66.50 62.20 -6.5  13 11 
Philadelphia  65.30 61.70 -5.5  15 12 
Seattle  67.90 61.60 -9.3  9 13 
Orlando  65.80 60.70 -7.8  14 14 
Canada  63.90 59.00 -7.7    
Montreal  62.40 57.90 -7.1  19 15 
Denver  63.10 57.90 -8.2  17 15 
New Orleans  62.90 57.70 -8.3  18 17 
Chicago  63.30 56.60 -10.6  16 18 
Minneapolis - St Paul  61.90 56.10 -9.4  20 19 
Houston  67.30 55.80 -17.1  11 20 
USA  60.30 55.10 -8.6    
Table 32 Hotel Occupancy ranked by growth - 2009 
Ranked by Growth     
   
 % Change Rank 
Oahu Island  -2.3  1 
Washington  -3.2  2 
Norfolk - Virginia Beach  -3.3  3 
San Francisco  -5.0  4 
Philadelphia  -5.5  5 
New York  -5.7  6 
Boston  -6.3  7 
St Louis  -6.7  8 
Anaheim - Santa Ana  -6.8  9 
Tampa - St Petersburg  -7.0  10 
Montreal  -7.1  11 
Canada  -7.7   
Toronto  -7.8  12 
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Orlando  -7.9  13 
New Orleans  -8.2  14 
Denver  -8.3  15 
Vancouver  -8.4  16 
Miami - Hialeah  -8.7  17 
USA  -8.7   
San Diego  -8.9  18 
Nashville  -8.9  18 
Seattle  -9.2  20 
Minneapolis - St Paul  -9.4  21 
Table 33 shows the revenue model used for the analysis.  A 40 unit property is used with 
a mix of 20 units with a queen bed and en suite, 15 units with a queen bed and no en suite and 5 
units used as dormitory style rooms with 4 beds each.  The average hotel occupancy rate in 
Vancouver was 64.3% (Table 31) in 2009.  Note that 2009 was a particularly bad year for the 
entire industry.  However, occupancy rates have not fully returned to their 2008 levels and 
therefore using the 2009 numbers provides a conservative estimate.  Occupancy in the first year is 
expected to be considerably lower than industry averages.  The concept is new and it will take 
time for the word to get out and for travelers to become aware of the Mature Hostel.  Occupancy 
rates of 50%, 75% and 100% of the industry average (in 2009) have been used for Year 1, 2 and 
3, respectively.  The analysis shows that the Mature Hostel would generate more than a million 
dollars a year in revenue by year three from accommodations alone.  The Income statement for 
the Mature Hostel is shown in Section 7.4.2.2.  
Table 33 Accommodation Revenue Model - Year 1, 2 and 3 
Year 1        
Room type # rooms $/room 
% 
Occupancy Rented 
Revenue/ 
night Monthly Annually 
Queen with en suite 20 110 32.2 6.43 707 21,219 258,165 
Queen without en 
suite 15 90 32.2 4.82 434 13,021 158,419 
4 bed dorm (5 rooms) 5 200 32.2 1.61 322 9,645 117,348 
        
     Total 43,885 533,931 
Year 2        
Room type # rooms $/room 
% 
Occupancy Rented 
Revenue/ 
night Monthly Annually 
Queen with en suite 20 110 48.2 9.65 1,061 31,829 387,247 
Queen without en 
suite 15 90 48.2 7.23 651 19,531 237,629 
4 bed dorm (5 rooms) 5 200 37.5 1.88 375 11,250 136,875 
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     Total 62,610 761,750 
Year 3        
Room type # rooms $/room 
% 
Occupancy Rented 
Revenue/ 
night Monthly Annually 
Queen with en suite 20 110 70 14.00 1,540 46,200 562,100 
Queen without en 
suite 15 90 64 9.65 868 26,042 316,838 
4 bed dorm (5 rooms) 5 200 50 2.50 500 15,000 182,500 
        
     Total 87,242 1,061,438 
7.2.2.2 Bar 
Table 34 shows the revenue estimates from liquor sales.  The assumption used in the 
model is that of the guests staying at the Mature Hostel 50% in the first year and 60% in years 
two and three will have two drinks per day at the bar.  The Income statement will show that a 
Cost of Sales of 70% has been used.  As shown in Section 8.3.2, the price of a drink is set to 
$6.00. 
Table 34 Bar Revenue Model - Year 1, 2 and 3 
Year 1       
# people % buy a drink # of drinks Total #   
of drinks 
Price/drink Revenue/day Revenue/year 
29 50 2 29 $6.00 $174.00 $63,510 
Year 2       
# people % buy a drink # of drinks Total #   
of drinks 
Price/drink Revenue/day Revenue/year 
41 60 2 49 $6.00 $295.20 $107,748 
Year 3       
# people % buy a drink # of drinks Total #   
of drinks 
Price/drink Revenue/day Revenue/year 
57 60 2 68 $6.00 $410.40 $149,796 
7.2.2.3 Educational/experiential courses 
The model used to determine revenue from the educational/experiential courses offered at 
the Mature Hostel is shown in Table 35.  It is assumed that 30%, 40% and 50% of the people 
staying at the Mature Hostel will participate in the courses in Year 1, 2 and 3, respectively.  The 
Income statement will show that a Cost of Sales of 70% has been used.  It is believed that this is 
high but it has been used for now to in order to provide a conservative estimate.  Section 8.3.3 
shows that price per course will be $100.00. 
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Table 35 Course Revenue Model - Year 1, 2 and 3 
Year 1      
# people % take a 
course 
Total 
participants 
Average price 
per course 
Revenue/day Revenue/year 
29 30 9 $100.00 $870.00 $317,550 
Year 2      
# people % take a 
course 
Total 
participants 
Average price 
per course 
Revenue/day Revenue/year 
41 40 16 $100.00 $1,640.00 $598,600 
Year 2      
# people % take a 
course 
Total 
participants 
Average price 
per course 
Revenue/day Revenue/year 
57 50 29 $100.00 $2,850.00 $1,040,250 
7.2.3 Staffing 
It is estimated that a hotel room takes between 27 (WISC-online n.d.) and 36 (C-desk 
technology n.d.) minutes to clean a room.  The rooms at the Mature Hostel are generally smaller 
than a hotel and will therefore take a little less time to clean.  Queen rooms with en suites are 
estimated to take 30 minutes, queen rooms without en suites are estimated to take 20 minutes and 
dorm rooms are estimated to take 45 minutes.   
In addition, rooms will not be made every day, only when a guest leaves or has been 
there five days.  If every single room had to be made it would a total of 18.74 hours.  This is 
however unlikely, a more realistic scenario is that occupancy is at 64.3% and that only 75% of the 
rooms have to be made.  This would take just over 9 hours as shown in Table 36.  Two 
housekeeping staff should be sufficient. 
Table 36 Time required to clean rooms 
rooms time/room 
(minutes) 
% 
occupied 
% 
turnover 
total 
time 
(minutes) 
total 
time 
(hours) 
20 30 64.3 75 289.35 4.82 
15 20 64.3 75 144.68 2.41 
5 45 64.3 75 108.51 1.81 
      
    Total 9.04 
 
Staffing and salary calculations are shown in Table 37.  Staffing requirements are less for 
the first year operation due to the fact that a lower occupancy rate is expected. Note that cost per 
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year uses 374 days to account for statuary holidays in which staff will have to get paid overtime.  
A value of 0.5 is used for the 4pm to 12am shift since it is anticipated that additional support staff 
will be required only during the busy summer months. 
The minimum wage in Vancouver is currently $8.00/hour; however the provincial 
government has recently announced a rate increase which will take the minimum wage up to 
$10.25/hour by May 2012 (Fowlie and Woo n.d.).  A rate of $11.25/hour ($10.25 + ~10%) has 
been used in the salary calculations in order to provide a more conservative estimate (the Mature 
Hostel would have to pay more than minimum wage to attract better staff).  For reference, the 
minimum wage in Toronto is currently $10.25/hour (Toronto n.d.). 
Table 37 Staffing and Salary Calculations 
Year 1         
Shift Check in Housekeeping Bar 
Support/ 
general 
clean up  
Rate/hour Cost/day Cost/year 
8 to 4 1 2 0 0  11.25 270 100,980 
4 to 12 1 0 1 0.5  11.25 225 84,150 
12 to 8 1 0 0 0  15 120 44,880 
         
       Total $230,010 
Year 2 and 3        
Shift Check in Housekeeping Bar 
Support/ 
general 
clean up  
Rate/hour Cost/day Cost/year 
8 to 4 1 2 0 1  11.25 360 134,640 
4 to 12 1 0 1 0.5  11.25 225 84,150 
12 to 8 1 0 0 0  15 120 44,880 
         
       Total $263,670 
7.2.4 Start-up requirements 
Table 38 shows the start-up requirement for the Mature Hostel operating company.  A 
detailed description is provided in Appendix A.  Loan data is shown in Appendix C. 
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Table 38 Operating Company Start-up requirements 
Start-up requirements    
    
Start-up Expenses    
Legal 5,000   
start-up 13,985   
Marketing & Brochures 20,000   
Consultants 10,000   
Insurance 7,500  6 months 
Rent/lease 207,655  6 months 
Management fee 45,000  6 months 
Website development and 
operation 15,000   
Equipment 15,000   
Other 5,000   
Total Start-up Expenses 344,140   
    
Start-up Assets    
Cash required 75,000   
Bar inventory 5,000   
Equipment    
office 1,710   
reception 2,050   
bedrooms 45,200   
kitchen 6,300   
common room 10,700   
laundry 2,500   
other -   
Total Equipment 68,460   
Total Start-up assets 148,460   
    
Total Start-up requirements $492,600   
The start-up requirements for the Mature Hostel holding company is essentially the 
mortgage and renovation funding required to purchase a property (shown in Table 30).  Mortgage 
data is shown in Appendix D. 
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7.3 Financing Option 
7.4 Pro-forma Financial Statements 
The following statements show the company’s financials for a very conservative base 
case scenario.   
7.4.1 Holding Company 
The real estate holding company is designed such that it does not make any money as 
shown in the income statement.  This is by design so that the holding company will not be 
required to pay any taxes.  A look at the cash flow statements however, reveals that the holding 
company is building up a cash reserve.   
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7.4.1.1 Balance Sheet 
Mature Hostel Holding Company Pro Forma Balance 
Sheet         
      
 
Year 1 
 
Year 2 
 
Year 3 
      ASSETS  
     
      Current assets:  
     Cash and cash equivalents           92,214  
 
      173,504  
 
       243,867  
Accounts receivable                       -  
 
                    -  
 
                     -  
Inventories                       -  
 
                    -  
 
                     -  
Equipment                      -  
 
                    -  
 
                     -  
      Total current assets           92,214  
 
      173,504  
 
       243,867  
      Property, plant and equipment     4,097,994  
 
  4,097,994  
 
   4,097,994  
Accumulated depreciation and amortization         163,920  
 
       321,283  
 
        472,351  
      Property, plant and equipment - net     3,934,074  
 
  3,776,711  
 
   3,625,643  
      Total assets     4,026,288  
 
   3,950,215  
 
    3,869,510  
      LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY  
     
      Current liabilities  
     Current maturities of long-term debt           76,072  
 
        80,705  
 
         85,620  
Accounts payable                       -  
 
                    -  
 
                     -  
      Total current liabilities           76,072  
 
        80,705  
 
         85,620  
      Long-term debt     2,515,918  
 
  2,435,213  
 
   2,349,592  
      Total Liabilities    2,591,990  
 
  2,515,918  
 
   2,435,213  
      Stockholders’ equity:  
     Paid in Capital    1,434,298  
 
  1,434,298  
 
   1,434,298  
Retained earnings  (                 0 ) 
 
(                 1 ) 
 
(                  1 ) 
      Total stockholders' equity     1,434,298  
 
  1,434,297  
 
   1,434,297  
      Total liabilities and stockholders' equity      4,026,288  
 
   3,950,215  
 
    3,869,510  
      
      Debt to Assets 62% 
 
62% 
 
61% 
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7.4.1.2 Income Statement 
Mature Hostel Holding Company Pro Forma Statement of Operations 
      
      
 
Year 1 
 
Year 2 
 
Year 3 
      Revenue        415,311  
 
      408,661  
 
      402,221  
Management fee           90,000  
 
       100,000  
 
       110,000  
      Total        505,311  
 
      508,661  
 
      512,221  
      Expenses 
     Interest        155,915  
 
      151,548  
 
      146,915  
Depreciation         163,920  
 
       157,363  
 
       151,068  
Management Salary           90,000  
 
       100,000  
 
       110,000  
Repairs and Maintenance           20,000  
 
          21,000  
 
          22,050  
Insurance           17,857  
 
          18,750  
 
          19,688  
Property taxes           47,619  
 
          50,000  
 
          52,500  
Administration           10,000  
 
          10,000  
 
          10,000  
Total Operating Expenses         505,311  
 
       508,661  
 
       512,221  
      Net Earnings (                  0 ) 
 
(                 0 ) 
 
(                 0 ) 
Taxes Incurred                       -  
 
                     -  
 
                     -  
      Net Profit (                  0 ) 
 
(                 0 ) 
 
(                 0 ) 
      
      Profit Margin 0.0% 
 
0.0% 
 
0.0% 
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7.4.1.3 Cash Flow Statement 
Mature Hostel Holding Company Pro Forma 
Statement of Cash Flows           
      Year 1  Year 2  Year 3 
     
 Cash Flow from Operating activities     
 Net Income (                0 )  (             0 )  (               0 ) 
Adjustments to reconcile net loss to net cash provided       
by (used in) operating activities:       
Depreciation and amortization        163,920      157,363         151,068  
      
Net cash provided by operating activities        163,920  
 
   157,362  
 
      151,068  
      Cash flows from financing activities  
Borrowings     2,663,696      
Payments made on debt  (      71,706 )  (   76,072 )  (     80,705 ) 
Owner investment    1,434,298   
 
 
 Cash dividends                     -                    -                      -  
      
Net cash provided by financing activities     4,026,288  
 
(   76,072 ) 
 
(     80,705 ) 
      Cash flows from investing activities  
Capital expenditures:       
Funded by project financings  (4,097,994 )                   -                      -  
Other                      -                    -                      -  
      
Net cash used in investing activities  (4,097,994 ) 
 
                 -  
 
                   -  
      Net cash flows  
Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents           92,214  
 
      81,290  
 
        70,363  
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of period                      -        92,214        173,504  
Cash and cash equivalents, end of period          92,214  
 
   173,504  
 
      243,867  
 
7.4.2 Operating Company 
The operating company loses just over $300,000 in its first year of operation.  This is 
because occupancy rates are expected to be low in the first year.  The company is in the black in 
its second year of operation, but only a bit, generating a profit margin of only 3.1%.  Again, due 
to occupancy rates not up to industry averages.  The Mature Hostel is expected to be obtaining 
industry average occupancy rates by its third year of operation where, a shown on the income 
statement, over 1 million in revenue is generated with a profit margin 22.5%.  
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7.4.2.1 Balance Sheet 
Mature Hostel Operating Company Pro Forma Balance Sheet         
      
 
Year 1 
 
Year 2 
 
Year 3 
      ASSETS  
     
      Current assets:  
     Cash and cash equivalents           40,529  
 
          4,192  
 
       244,433  
Accounts receivable                       -  
 
                    -  
 
                     -  
Inventories              5,000  
 
           5,000  
 
            5,000  
Equipment                      -  
 
                    -  
 
                     -  
      Total current assets           45,529  
 
          9,192  
 
       249,433  
      Property, plant and equipment           68,460  
 
        68,460  
 
         68,460  
Accumulated depreciation and amortization            13,692  
 
         24,646  
 
          33,408  
      Property, plant and equipment - net           54,768  
 
        43,814  
 
         35,052  
      Total assets        100,297  
 
         53,006  
 
        284,484  
      LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY  
     
      Current liabilities  
     Current maturities of long-term debt           92,541  
 
        98,177  
 
       104,156  
Accounts payable                       -  
 
                    -  
 
                     -  
      Total current liabilities           92,541  
 
        98,177  
 
       104,156  
      Long-term debt        312,831  
 
      214,655  
 
       110,499  
      Total Liabilities       405,372  
 
      312,831  
 
       214,655  
      Stockholders’ equity:  
     Paid in Capital                     -  
 
                   -  
 
                    -  
Retained earnings  (     305,075 ) 
 
(    259,825 ) 
 
          69,830  
      Total stockholders' equity  (     305,075 ) 
 
(    259,825 ) 
 
         69,830  
      Total liabilities and stockholders' equity         100,297  
 
         53,006  
 
        284,484  
      
      Debt to Assets 357% 
 
844% 
 
45% 
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7.4.2.2 Income Statement 
Mature Hostel Operating Company Pro Forma Statement of Operations   
      
      
 
Year 1 
 
Year 2 
 
Year 3 
      Accommodation Sales        533,931  
 
    761,750  
 
1,061,438  
      Educational Sales        317,550  
 
    598,600  
 
1,040,250  
Educational COS         222,285  
 
     419,020  
 
     728,175  
Educational Gross Margin           95,265  
 
     179,580  
 
     312,075  
      Bar Sales          63,510  
 
    107,748  
 
    149,796  
Bar COS           44,457  
 
       75,424  
 
     104,857  
Bar Gross Margin           19,053  
 
       32,324  
 
       44,939  
      Total        648,249  
 
    973,655  
 
1,418,452  
      Expenses 
     Lease payments        415,311  
 
    408,661  
 
    402,221  
Management fee           90,000  
 
     100,000  
 
     110,000  
Interest Payment (Loan)           26,849  
 
       21,537  
 
       15,901  
Insurance           10,000  
 
       10,000  
 
       10,000  
Utilities           35,000  
 
       36,750  
 
       38,588  
Telephone and Internet              2,000  
 
         2,100  
 
         2,205  
Garbage Removal              8,000  
 
         8,400  
 
         8,820  
Accounting/Legal              5,000  
 
         5,000  
 
         5,000  
Salaries         230,010  
 
     263,670  
 
     276,854  
CPP              5,053  
 
         5,830  
 
         6,122  
EI              5,571  
 
         6,386  
 
         6,705  
Credit card fees           15,558  
 
       23,368  
 
       34,043  
Maintenance/Equipment              5,000  
 
         5,000  
 
         5,000  
Depreciation           13,692  
 
       10,954  
 
         8,763  
Marketing           20,000  
 
       15,000  
 
       10,000  
Website maintenance              5,000  
 
         5,000  
 
         5,000  
Tourism Vancouver membership              1,545  
 
                  -  
 
         1,545  
Tourism BC listing                 750  
 
             750  
 
             750  
Start-up Expenses           58,985  
 
                  -  
 
                  -  
Total Operating Expenses         953,324  
 
     928,405  
 
     947,516  
      Net Earnings (     305,075 ) 
 
      45,250  
 
    470,936  
Taxes Incurred                       -  
 
                  -  
 
     141,281  
      Net Profit (     305,075 ) 
 
       45,250  
 
     329,655  
      
      Profit Margin -49.0% 
 
3.1% 
 
22.5% 
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7.4.2.3 Cash Flow Statement 
Mature Hostel Operating Company Pro Forma 
Statement of Cash Flows           
      Year 1  Year 2  Year 3 
     
 Cash Flow from Operating activities     
 Net Income (  305,075 )        45,250         329,655  
Adjustments to reconcile net loss to net cash provided       
by (used in) operating activities:       
Depreciation and amortization         13,692         10,954             8,763  
      
Net cash provided by operating activities  (  291,383 ) 
 
      56,203  
 
      338,418  
      Cash flows from financing activities  
Borrowings       492,600      
Payments made on debt  (    87,229 )  (   92,541 )  (     98,177 ) 
Owner investment 
 
 
 
 
 Cash dividends                   -                    -                      -  
      
Net cash provided by financing activities       405,372  
 
(   92,541 ) 
 
(     98,177 ) 
      Cash flows from investing activities  
Capital expenditures:       
Funded by project financings  (  148,460 )                   -                      -  
Other                    -                    -                      -  
      
Net cash used in investing activities  (  148,460 ) 
 
                 -  
 
                   -  
      Net cash flows  
Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents  (    34,471 ) 
 
(   36,338 ) 
 
      240,241  
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of period         75,000        40,529            4,192  
Cash and cash equivalents, end of period        40,529  
 
        4,192  
 
      244,433  
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8: Marketing Plan 
The target market is a mature traveller who is looking for value and an experience.  A 
luxury hotel is not important to them because it does not offer a social or experiential component.  
The mature traveller has money to travel but not necessarily enough to spend lavishly.  They are 
interested in meeting new people and experiencing the local environment.  They want to be active 
both mentally and physically.   
The Mature Hostel has the comfort of a 4 start hotel combined with the community feel 
of a hostel with the additional offering of educational and experiential classes. 
8.1 Competitive analysis 
8.1.1 Road Scholar 
Road Scholar is a different option with a similar target market.  Road Scholar markets 
itself as “the not-for-profit world leader in lifelong learning since 1975” and as “an Educational 
Travel Organization”.  An offering from the Elderhostel brings together instructors and 
participants on hosted travel experiences.  Elderhostel has been recognized as the first educational 
travel program that was specifically designed for older people.  Elderhostel, under the name Road 
Scholar will “appeal to baby boomers in their 50s who are approaching retirement or pursuing 
options for enrichment and educational travel” (Patterson, Growing Older Tourism and Leisure 
Behaviour of Older Adults 2006, 188). 
  Road Scholar offers nearly 8,000 education tours ranging from many states and 
provinces in North America to more than 90 countries worldwide. They offer study, cultural and 
physical activity, all-inclusive, tours. The cost of the tours range widely based on length (most are 
5 - 7 days), accommodation style (ranging from the most basic to upper scale hotels to cruise 
ships) and excursions.  Prices range from about $600 to thousands of dollars. 
Their most popular programs, known as “learning adventures” are:  
• Birding - visiting places such as Arizona, Texas and the Everglades, typically 
these trips are four to five days and cost in the region of $1000 US; 
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• Crafts - from painting to stain glass making to quilting; the many options take the 
traveller to areas where these handicrafts are known as local specialities; and 
• Culture & Fine Arts - travel to festivals, museums and art galleries throughout 
the US, Europe and beyond. 
Other popular programs encompass Food & Wine, Golf/Tennis, Holidays, Festivals & 
Events, Homes & Gardens, Intergenerational, National Parks, Photography, Service Learning and 
Winter Sports. 
Previous participants rate programs and the information is shared online.   Programs are 
assigned an activity level from 1 – 7.  For example, Program Activity Level 1: Participants must 
be able to handle their own luggage, climb a few stairs and get from sleeping accommodations to 
classrooms and dining rooms. 
Road Scholar markets to the older, financially sound traveller.  They also focus on single 
travellers, exalting the virtues of “being inclusive, warm and welcoming”.  They offer the option 
of matching the single traveller with a roommate as single accommodation comes at a premium.   
“Elderhostel in particular has been recognized as the first educational travel programme that was 
specifically created for older people” (Patterson, Growing Older Tourism and Leisure Behaviour 
of Older Adults 2006, 188).   
Road Scholar is currently a competitor.  It currently offers a 6 day, 5-night program to 
Vancouver called “Signature City Vancouver – A Pacific Coast Jewel”.  A description and 
itinerary of the program is available on its website (Road Scholar n.d.).  The program costs $1095 
and includes everything except airfare.  Accommodations are at the Executive Inn downtown. 
The following is an example of one of the days of their course offering:  
• Morning: Coach tour of Vancouver covering areas such as Stanley Park, 
Yaletown, the old Expo 86 site, Chinatown, Gastown, Lions Gate Bridge, 
English Bay and the West End, Vancouver Public Library square, Robsonstrasse, 
business district, city architecture, and the downtown core; 
• Afternoon: Travel to Richmond and the fishing village of Steveston.  Enjoy a 
cultural presentation at Az-Zahraa Mosque and a visit to the Gulf of Georgia 
Cannery National Historic Site. Learn about this area built on the Fraser River 
delta; and 
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• Evening: With author, historian and heritage advocate John Atkin.  John is a 
well-known speaker on the city. For more information check out 
www.johnatkin.com. Discussion on culture, the economy of BC, the medical 
system, the arts and a brief history of the city and province. 
Customers interested in this type of vacation are clearly the type of customers that are 
ideal for the Mature Hostel.  A partnership with Road Scholar would turn them from a competitor 
to a complementor and benefit both companies.  The Mature Hostel would get the customers and 
organize all the educational activities.  Road Scholar would be able to provide programs with 
considerably less work (they would not have organize all the details) 
8.1.2 Hollyhock 
Hollyhock, located on Cortes Island, British Columbia, identifies itself as “Canada’s 
lifelong learning centre”.  It is a not for profit business that offers accommodations, programs and 
meals.  The target market for Hollyhock is the adult traveller looking for an educational getaway.  
Guests are welcome to stay and enjoy some basic facilities without participating in any programs.  
A typical day at Hollyhock is shown in Table 39. 
Table 39 Typical day at Hollyhock 
6:00 – 6:50 am  Meditation in the Sanctuary 
7:00 – 8:30 am  Movement/Yoga 
8:30 – 9:30 am  Breakfast 
9:30 – 12:30 pm  Time for hiking, bodywork, hot tub or garden tour 
12:30 – 1:30 pm  Lunch 
1:30 – 6:30 pm  Time to explore forest trails, ride, kayak, sail 
6:30 – 7:30 pm  Dinner 
8:00 pm  Open presentation by visiting faculty or free time 
The main focus of Hollyhock however, is a learning centre.  They offer programs on 
physical and spiritual well being, arts and culture as well as business and leadership.  Meeting and 
conference facilities are also available.  Their courses range from a couple of hours to several 
weeks and are priced accordingly (from less than $20 to more than $3,000) but the average class 
lasts about 3 - 4 days and costs around $500 not including accommodations.  Their course 
offerings mainly address life style, or health and wellness, but also encompass hobbies and arts 
(such as photography, cooking, writing and painting) and physical activities (dance, kayaking, 
etc).  Instructors are generally authors, professional speakers and industry leaders.  
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Programs are grouped in to several subjects, each offering 5 to 50+ different individual 
sessions: 
Table 40 Programs offered at Hollyhock 
Conference Leadership Relationships Professional Development 
Culinary Arts Mediation Science and Spirit Yoga and Movement 
Health and Healing Music Social Change Personal Development 
The Arts The Natural World Training Spiritual Development 
Indigenous Wisdom Writing   
Hollyhock also offers various courses at other venues in Vancouver and Victoria. 
Hollyhock focuses on “green policies”, emphasizing its measures to ensure ecological 
sustainability by recycling, serving healthy, local and organically grown foods and water and 
energy conservation efforts.  They primarily hire locally and show further social responsibility by 
supporting local organizations and schools. 
Accommodations range from double rooms with private bath, all the way to dorms and 
even tent areas. Costs range from $283 for a private room with en suite to $83 per night for a tent 
site.  Children are welcomed at a reduced rate.  Figure 30 and Figure 31 show a double room and 
dorm room at Hollyhock.  Rooms are simple with minimal amenities.  Cost structure is as 
follows, is per adult, per day, in Canadian funds: 
Table 41 Hollyhock Accommodation Rates 
Room Price 
Single with private bath  $283 
Single with shared bathroom $216 
Twin beds (2), private bath $206 
Twin beds (2), shared bath  $153 
Family/friends with private bath $147 
Family/friends with shared bath $137 
Dorms with bunks $119 
Tent single (guest brings equipment)  $ 99 
Tent double (guest brings equipment) $83 
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Figure 30 Double room at Hollyhock 
 
 
Figure 31 Dorm room at Hollyhock 
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Costs include buffets and vegetarian/seafood meals, guided walks, yoga, and use of a 
library and hot tub.  Tuition scholarships are available for most programs.  Hollyhock also has a 
volunteer program that includes meals and shared accommodation outside of Hollyhocks 
grounds. 
Hollyhock is located on Cortes Island.  It can be reached by ferry, seaplane or water taxi.  
Drive time from Vancouver is approximately a six hours. 
It is unclear whether Hollyhock would be a competitor.  On one hand, they regard 
themselves as an educational retreat and obviously offer educational courses and a sense of 
community similar to that of the Mature Hostel.  On the other hand, they are definitely a 
destination vacation.  Customers have to plan specifically to go there.  Considering their prices, 
Hollyhock’s target market is different customer base altogether. 
8.1.3 YWCA, Youth Hostels, B&Bs, University Residences 
The YWCA and Youth Hostels are the Mature Hostel’s closest competitors.   
The YWCA is a 150-room property located in downtown Vancouver.  They offer a 
choice of private and shared bathrooms, all with the air-conditioned rooms, cable TV and 
refrigerators.  Wi-Fi access is available in all rooms as well.  Guests at the YWCA Hotel have use 
of three fully-equipped guest kitchens, with dishes and cooking utensils available for rent. 
There’s a coffee shop in the lobby and the front desk is staffed 24-hours.  Rooms are 
economically priced (Table 44).  A typical room is shown in Figure 32.  Their customers range 
from students to seniors and from backpackers to business travellers (Receptionist 2011).  They 
have guests that stay for months and some that are in town for one night for the hockey game.  
However, they do not offer the educational component of the Mature Hostel, nor do they offer the 
sense of community. 
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Figure 32 YWCA room 
There are a number of Youth hostels in Vancouver.  Some, such as C&N Backpackers 
located near the bus terminal, are considered low budget accommodations and would not be 
competitors for the Mature Hostel.  There are, however, a number of hostels that could compete.  
The HI hostels offer private rooms in addition to dorm rooms at an economical price.  
 
Figure 33 HI Hostel Private Room 
A picture of a private room is show in Figure 33.  Many have comfortable lounges for 
people to meet.  Figure 3, a picture of the proposed lounge for the Mature Hostel, is actually a 
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lounge at one of the HI hostels in Vancouver.  Many hostels also have well informed staff that 
can help you get around and some even organize day trips.  Hostels, like the YWCA, do not offer 
the educational/experiential component of the Mature Hostel.  Hostels generally cater to a much 
younger crowd. 
Bed and Breakfast also offer some degree of competition.  People who stay at B&Bs are 
interested in the sense of community that they can provide, however most B&Bs tend to be small 
and more expensive.  Bed and Breakfasts also tend to be viewed as romantic or weekend 
getaways and not vacation accommodations.  They also do not provide the 
educational/experiential component of the Mature Hostel. 
University residences could be potential competitors in other cities such as Toronto 
where there are centrally located campuses.  In Vancouver, both the University of British 
Columbia (UBC) and Simon Fraser University (SFU) have their main campuses located miles 
outside of the downtown core.  An interview with the receptionist at UBC revealed that although 
there are some tourists that stay there most are guest speakers at the university, parents of 
students and family and friends visiting patients at the university hospital.  Rooms are pleasant 
and comfortable (Figure 1 shows a picture of a room at UBC) and priced competitively with the 
Mature Hostel.   The university residences do not provide a sense of community nor do they offer 
the educational or experiential component of the Mature Hostel. 
Figure 34 and Figure 35 show Bed and Breakfasts, and Hostels and Speciality Lodgings 
located in downtown Vancouver (according to Trip Advisor), respectively.  There are 21 B&Bs 
and 20 Specialty Lodgings. 
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Figure 34 Downtown Vancouver - B&Bs (21) 
 
 
Figure 35 Downtown Vancouver - Speciality lodging (hostels and more) (20) 
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8.1.4 Hotels 
Hotels would be competitors as well.  The main reason is that this is what people know.  
The concept of an educational/experiential accommodation is new and it will take time for people 
to hear about this concept.  Another reason Hotels would be competitors is that it would not be 
that difficult for hotels to offer at least some educational/experiential offerings as highlighted by 
the hotels described in Section 3.3.  Figure 36 shows that there are 24 3-star hotels in downtown 
Vancouver (according to TripAdvisor).  Figure 41 and Figure 42 in Appendix E show maps of 1 
and 2 star and 4 star hotels in downtown Vancouver, respectively. 
 
Figure 36 Downtown Vancouver - 3 star hotels (24) 
8.2 Customer Targeting 
Canadians who traveled to British Columbia are above average users of the Internet.  
70.7% used the internet to plan their trip and 51.3% used it to book their trip.  The majority use 
hotel or resort websites and official tourism websites.  They are especially likely to use travel 
planning/booking websites like Expedia.  They are also above average consumers of travel media.  
“They may also effectively be reached through city lifestyle magazines, health and fitness 
magazines, sports-related media and country music and classical music radio stations and 
news/talk/information radio stations” (Lang Research Inc. 2008).  This group is also more likely 
than average to read the travel sections of newspapers.   
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Table 42 (Lang Research Inc. 2008) shows the information sources used by Canadian 
visitors to British Columbia.   
Table 42 Information sources consulted by Canadian visitors to BC 
Information Sources Consulted 
Took a 
pleasure 
trip to BC 
Did not 
take  a 
pleasure 
trip to BC 
Pleasure 
travellers 
An Internet website  74.10% 62.10% 64.40% 
Past experience / Been there before  59.30% 47.90% 50.00% 
Advice of others / Word-of-mouth  58.60% 49.00% 50.80% 
Maps  45.40% 28.40% 31.60% 
A travel agent  39.30% 31.90% 33.20% 
Official travel guides or brochures 
from state / province  
33.60% 24.70% 26.40% 
Visitor information centres  29.40% 22.00% 23.40% 
Articles in newspapers / magazines  25.30% 19.80% 20.90% 
An auto club such as CAA  23.50% 16.10% 17.50% 
Travel guide books such as Fodor's  20.80% 11.20% 13.00% 
Advertisements in newspapers 
/magazines  
15.00% 14.40% 14.50% 
Travel information received in the mail  10.60% 9.20% 9.50% 
Programs on television  10.10% 6.40% 7.10% 
 An electronic newsletter or magazine 
received by e-mail  
5.20% 3.90% 4.10% 
Advertisements on television  4.80% 5.10% 5.10% 
Visits to trade, travel or sports shows  4.60% 3.00% 3.30% 
 
Figure 37 (McCarthy, Stock and Verma 2010) shows the main hotel information sources 
used by leisure travellers in the US. 
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Figure 37 Hotel information sources for leisure travellers 
Table 43 (Lang Research Inc. 2008) shows the use of the internet to plan and book travel. 
Table 43 Use of the Internet to Plan and Book Travel 
  Took a 
pleasure 
trip to BC 
Did not 
take a 
pleasure 
trip to BC 
Pleasure 
Travellers 
Percent Using 
Internet to Plan or 
Book Travel  
Does not use the Internet   29.30% 44.70% 42.00% 
Uses Internet to plan trips only 19.40% 23.40% 22.70% 
Uses Internet to book part of trip  51.30% 31.90% 35.30% 
     
Types of Websites  
Consulted  
A website of a hotel or resort  62.90% 54.90% 56.60% 
An airline website  62.20% 39.10% 44.10% 
A tourism website of a country / region / 
city 
55.90% 49.20% 50.60% 
A travel planning / booking website  55.00% 42.40% 45.10% 
A website of an attraction  37.20% 34.30% 34.90% 
Some other website  26.00% 28.10% 27.60% 
A cruise line website  10.60% 7.30% 8.00% 
A motor coach website  2.70% 2.40% 2.50% 
     
Parts of Trips Booked 
Over The Internet  
Air tickets  83.50% 62.10% 67.60% 
Accommodation  69.10% 70.00% 69.80% 
Car rental  36.10% 23.70% 26.80% 
Tickets or fees for specific activities or 
attractions 
24.60% 23.20% 23.50% 
Tickets for rail, bus or boat / ship fares  18.40% 14.00% 15.10% 
A package containing two or more items  16.60% 15.50% 15.80% 
Other  3.70% 3.70% 3.70% 
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Figure 38 Information sources consulted in all three phases of a hotel purchase decision 
 
Studies show that mature travellers tend to relay on word of mouth recommendations 
rather than paid advertising.  They want to hear from those whom have actually ‘been there and 
done that’.  A study by Fall and Knutson (2001) polled 235 travellers, aged 55 and above, and 
found that when asked to rate 19 different information sources for travel, 66% still preferred word 
of mouth.  Highway Welcome Centres, Commerce Convention and Visitors Bureaus also rated 
quite highly (approximately 43%).  This was attributed to the older traveller typically having a 
healthy respect and trust in government related businesses.  While television features and articles 
in magazines and newspapers did, and still do, hold some influence (between 31% – 35% in the 
fore mentioned study), they play a secondary role when it comes to decision making.  More 
attention is paid to the information received from family and friends.  An advertisement in any 
sort of mass media was deemed the least influential. (McCarthy, Stock and Verma 2010). 
It is estimated that approximately 80% of baby boomers and almost half of their elderly 
parents either have access to the Internet, at home or work.  A survey by AARP showed that 
internet usage by older people is growing. “In 1998, 31 percent of those aged 50 to 64, 12 percent 
of those aged 65 to 74 and only 4 percent of the 75 plus age group were going on line.  In 2005, 
those figures were 65 percent, 45 percent and 24 percent, respectively” (Moschis and Mathur 
2007, 169). 
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8.2.1 Website 
The above information clearly highlights the importance of having a strong web 
presence.  The Mature Hostels website needs to have information on more than just the hostel.  It 
should have planning information like upcoming events, weather, etc.  Links to tourist attractions, 
sporting events, theatre productions etc would also be beneficial.   
Table 43 shows the types of websites consulted and what aspects of the trip are actually 
booked over the Internet.  As shown, 69.1% of pleasure travellers to British Columbia used the 
Internet to book their accommodations.  This clearly highlights the importance of being able to 
make reservations on the Mature Hostel website.  The table also show the importance of having a 
presence on city websites. 
Furthermore, advertising on the Internet is a more economical manner of advertising.  
Using Pay per Click ads from Google is an effective way to reach a great number of customers 
and the payment for click throughs keeps costs down.  Figure 38 (McCarthy, Stock and Verma 
2010) shows that travellers begin their research using on online search engines and hence, search 
engine optimization will be of paramount importance.  It also shows that it will be necessary to be 
listed with the AAA.   
8.2.2 Social Media 
The phenomenal rise and power of social media, cannot and should not, be ignored.  
Social media can be a double edged sword, on one hand it has created a new distribution channel 
for companies, and on the other hand it has allowed customers to tell their stories to the world - 
for example, a story in 2009 about a musician whose guitar was broken when traveling with 
United Airlines.  After receiving what he believed to be an unfair response, the musician created 
and posted a video on YouTube.  “The YouTube video was posted on July 6. It amassed 150,000 
views within one day, prompting United to contact the musician saying it hoped to right the 
wrong. The video garnered over half a million hits by July 9, 5 million by mid-August 2009, and 
10 million by February 2011” (Wikipedia n.d.).  This is the power of social media.  
The Mature Hostel will require a social media presence in number of avenues.  Websites 
like Facebook, Flickr, Twitter and YouTube will allow the Mature Hostel to interact with its 
customers by sharing information and watching for service failures.  The feedback will also allow 
the Mature Hostel to refine its brand. 
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Research has shown that in general, travelers place more weight on consumer reviews on 
social media sources like Trip Advisor, than they do on formal ratings (McCarthy, Stock and 
Verma 2010).   More than 32 million consumers each month use Trip Advisor to research their 
travel purchases (Trip Adivsor n.d.).  It is free to list on Trip Advisor. 
 
Figure 39 Most frequently consulted social media and customer review sites 
 
Figure 39 (McCarthy, Stock and Verma 2010) shows that Trip Advisor and AAA are the 
most frequently consulted sites used.  
To become AAA approved, a business has to submit an application for evaluation.  This 
costs $400 for a lodging property.  If the property is selected and evaluated, it will receive an 
AAA rating.  Basic listing in AAA guidebooks is included in the price once approved (AAA 
n.d.).  AAA also has an online travel planner (TripTik), eBooks and smart phone apps that, 
among other things, identify AAA listings. 
Just as the Mature Hostel’s website will have a booking mask so that customers do not 
have to leave their current page to make a reservation, the company’s Facebook page will also 
have an integrated reservation system.   
Another major aspect of social media is customer relationship management – firms can 
watch for and respond to customer complaints as early as possible. 
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8.2.3 Booking websites 
As mentioned, it will be important to get the Mature Hostel listed on travel websites like 
Expedia and Travelocity.  Unfortunately, a search of their websites does not list any rate 
information and in fact provides only cryptic information on how to become listed on their sites.   
8.2.4 Mobile Applications 
There is an “App” for just about anything today.  The Hilton chain of hotels, for example, 
has developed mobile apps for its brands, all of which are on Facebook.  “Over 80 percent of 
Hilton’s guests are travelling with a mobile device and more than 40 percent use their mobile to 
search for accommodations.  Those travellers also use their smart phone to check in – or would 
do so if possible” (McCarthy, Stock and Verma 2010). 
Although mobile apps maybe part of the next generation of social media interaction, it 
does not make sense for the Mature Hostel to develop something at this time.  It will be more 
prudent to develop something once the Mature Hostel is established and expanded to more than 
one location. 
8.2.5 Other Media 
As shown in Table 38, travel agents are also still used extensively; therefore it will be 
important for the Mature Hostel to advertise to and through them. 
Official travel guides or brochures from the province are also very popular and it will be 
important for the Mature Hostel to be part of Tourism Vancouver and Tourism BC publications.  
Visitor information centers are also fairly important sources of information for travelers 
and providing printed information cards (to be used on card racks at information centers) would 
be an economical way of advertising (Riddle 2011).  Adding a discount coupon on the cards will 
also allow the Mature Hostel to monitor the effectiveness of this form of advertising since 
travelers will be more likely to turn them in. 
Articles in newspapers and magazines are also popular; however this form of advertising 
is costly and frequently not as effective as one might think (Riddle 2011).  A two day 
advertisement in the travel section of the Globe and Mail cost between $238 and $704 depending 
on the size of the ad.  The ads are published on Thursday and Saturday and have a readership of 
almost 2 million for those two days. 
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As previously mentioned, a large percentage of Vancouver’s visitors are from 
Washington State.  An ad in the Seattle Times cost $179 (The Seattle Times n.d.).  Most of the 
Canadian tourists to Vancouver come from the province of Alberta; therefore it could be 
beneficial to advertise in the Calgary Herald (advertising prices were not attainable at this time). 
8.2.6 Guide Books and GPS maps 
It will be important for the Mature Hostel to be featured in guide books.  An application 
type process is likely required to be listed in guidebooks, starting with a request and brief 
description of the accommodation, followed by a representative from the guidebook visiting and 
reviewing the accommodation before agreeing to list the establishment. 
Another avenue to pursue would be to get listed on GPS maps like Garmin.  Google maps 
would be worth listing on as well. 
8.2.7 Summary 
The above analysis has shown that an online presence is crucial.  A website and 
Facebook page, both with an integrated reservation system, will be required for the Mature 
Hostel.  
Membership with Tourism Vancouver, Tourism BC and Tourism Canada will have to be 
established.  Brochures will be placed in Visitor Information Centers.   
Visitors from elsewhere in BC, Alberta and Ontario make up the majority of Canadian 
tourists to Vancouver (Table 10) and Washington state and California make up the bulk of 
visitors from the US.  Targeted campaigns to those areas would likely yield the best results. 
8.3 Pricing 
8.3.1 Accommodations 
The YWCA could definitely be a potential competitor, at least in terms of economical 
accommodations.  Daily rates are shown in Table 44.  Weekly rates, which are slightly less, are 
also offered.  A discounted rate for seniors (over 60) is also available. 
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Table 44 YWCA Daily Rates 
    10/16/10 – 04/30/11 05/11 06/01/11 – 10/15/11 
Single (1 single bed) with:    
- hall bath, no TV $62   $66 $69 
- hall bath, TV $65 $71 $74 
- semi-private bath*, TV $71 $79 $87 
    Double (1 double bed) with:    
- hall bath, TV $71 $79 $87 
- semi-private bath*, TV $78 $88 $99 
- private bath, TV $85 $112 $129 
    Double/Double (2 double beds) with:    
- private bath, TV (1-2 persons) $95 $123 $144 
$10 for each additional adult    
Triple (3 single beds) with:    
- hall bath, TV (2-3 persons) $88 $106 $112 
- private bath, TV (2-3 persons) $105 $133 $154 
$10 for each additional adult    
Quint (5 single beds) with:    
- private bath, TV   $120     $145      $170 
* The semi-private bathroom has a shower and toilet area attached to the room but is shared 
between two rooms. When in use, there is an electronic locking system that ensures the area is 
completely private and cannot be entered from the other room. 
The TRIUMF Guesthouse (http://www.triumfhouse.ca/index.html) located at the 
University of British Columbia appears to offer many of the same features as the Mature Hostel.  
The TRIUMF Guesthouse is targeted to guests of TRIUMF, Canada's National Laboratory for 
Particle and Nuclear Physics.  Non TRIUMF guests are however welcome.  The daily rate for a 
queen room is $110.00/night. 
Shaughnessy Village (http://shaughnessyvillage.com/index.html) located near downtown 
Vancouver (near 12th and Oak) claims to be the world’s largest B&B guesthouse although the 
website does not actually state how big it is.  They have rooms ranging from $50 to $95 a night 
depending on the month. 
The English Bay Guesthouse (http://www.englishbayinn.com/index.htm) offers rooms 
ranging from $169 to $259 depending on the room and season.  The Manor Guesthouse 
(http://www.manorguesthouse.com/index.html) offers rooms from $105 to $135, for rooms with 
shared bathrooms and from $135 to $165 for rooms with private baths. 
Hycroft Suites (www.hycroft.com) is another local guesthouse; however, it would not 
really be a competitor to the Mature Hostel as it only offers two large suites, one a 700 sq. ft. 
room and the other is a 1300 sq.ft. room. 
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The HI Hostel Vancouver (http://www.hihostels.ca/westerncanada/169/HI-
Vancouver_Downtown.hostel) charges, for non-members, between $83 and $101 for a private 
room and between $33 and $39 for a bed in a dorm room.  Rates are approximately 10% cheaper 
for Hostelling International (HI) members. 
The University of British Columbia and Simon Fraser University offer accommodations 
as well.  The rates range from $90 to $120 per night. 
A review of Hostels and B&Bs in the Vancouver area shows that on average 
accommodations range from $80 to $160 and up.  
The Average Daily Rate for accommodations (Table 45) in Vancouver and Toronto in 
2009 was $136 and $130 respectively.  Table 46 shows that Vancouver and Toronto ranked 5th 
and 14th in ADR growth rates.  An article in the business section of the Vancouver Sun stated that 
the average rate of a hotel room in Vancouver was $140 in 2010 (Kwantes 2011).  This shows 
that rates are starting to increase again. 
Table 45 Accommodation Average Daily Rates - 2009 
Ranked by 2009 ADR (as $)      
    2008 2009 
 2008 2009 % Change Rank Rank 
New York  275 215 -21.8  1 1 
Oahu Island  169 150 -11.6  2 2 
Washington  153 145 -5.4  6 3 
Miami - Hialeah  160 141 -12.1  3 4 
Boston  154 137 -10.5  5 5 
Vancouver  145 136 -6.0 7 6 
San Francisco  156 134 -14.4  4 7 
Toronto  144 130 -10.0  8 8 
Montreal  136 128 -6.0  10 9 
Canada  133 126 -5.0    
San Diego  142 124 -12.7  9 10 
L.A. - Long Beach  129 114 -11.1  12 11 
New Orleans  118 114 -4.0  17 12 
Seattle  127 113 -11.1  11 13 
Chicago  132 113 -14.5  13 13 
Philadelphia  123 111 -9.9  15 15 
Anaheim - Santa Ana  123 109 -10.7  16 16 
Phoenix  125 106 -15.4  14 17 
Tampa - St Petersburg  107 98 -8.4  18 18 
USA  107 98 -8.8    
Denver  106 93 -12.1  20 19 
Orlando  106 93 -12.2  19 20 
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Table 46 Accommodation ADR ranked by growth - 2009 
Ranked by Growth     
 % Change Rank 
New Orleans  -4.0  1 
Canada  -5.0   
Norfolk - Virginia Beach  -5.3  2 
Washington  -5.4  3 
Nashville  -5.9  4 
Vancouver  -6.0  5 
Montreal  -6.0  5 
St Louis  -6.1  7 
Tampa - St Petersburg  -8.4  8 
Houston  -8.5  9 
Dallas  -8.6  10 
USA  -8.8   
Atlanta  -8.8  11 
Detroit  -9.8  12 
Philadelphia  -9.9  13 
Toronto  -10.0  14 
Boston  -10.5  15 
Minneapolis - St Paul  -10.5  15 
Anaheim - Santa Ana  -10.7  17 
L.A. - Long Beach  -11.1  18 
Seattle  -11.1  18 
Oahu Island  -11.6  20 
Miami - Hialeah  -12.1  21 
Denver  -12.1  21 
Orlando  -12.2  23 
San Diego  -12.7  24 
San Francisco  -14.4  25 
Chicago  -14.5  26 
Phoenix  -15.4 27 
New York  -21.8  28 
Hollyhock seems to be able to charge exceptionally high rates.  Table 41 shows that 
Hollyhock charges $283 per night for a private double room with en suite and $119 per night for 
a dorm room. 
The above analysis shows that the Mature Hostel could charge between $100 - $120, for 
a queen room with en suite, $80 - $100 for a queen room without an en suite and between $45 - 
$55 for a dorm room. 
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8.3.2 Liquor 
A thorough in person investigation of Vancouver bars showed that the average price of 
beer and house drinks were around $6.00 and wine ranged from $7 - $12 a glass.  For the purpose 
of this analysis, an average price of $6.00 will be used for all drinks. 
8.3.3 Educational/experiential courses 
The Mature Hostel will offer a variety of courses; photography, cooking, wine tasting, 
aboriginal art and history to name a few.  A high level survey of educational course offerings in 
the Vancouver region has been performed. 
The Vancouver School board offers one day photography courses for approximately $100 
(http://www.continuinged.ca/courseinfo.htm?term=WINT11&group=171,180).  
A one day course on basic digital photography costs $150 from Vancouver 
Photoworkshops (http://www.vancouverphotoworkshops.com/courselisting.php).  A three hour 
seminar starts at $45.  A two day photography tour which involves taking pictures around 
Vancouver costs $350. 
A one day Wine tasting course by Fine Vintage Limited costs $350 
(http://www.finevintageltd.com/wine-courses/Vancouver/)  
Courses such as Understanding Beer and Whisky – Just a Hop and a Scotch away, Wines 
of Spain and Portugal and Wines of BC are offered through the University of British Columbia 
Continuing Studies (http://www.languages.ubc.ca/winearts/understanding_wine.html#IntroS11).  
These courses are two and a half hours long and cost from $125 to $225.   
One-day cooking courses offered through the Pacific Institute of Culinary Arts range 
from $75 to $125.   
The above sample shows that short course offered at the Mature Hostel should be priced 
around the $100 range. 
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9: Implementation Plan 
9.1 Timeline 
 
Figure 40 Mature Hostel implementation plan timeline 
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Figure 40 shows the implementation plan for the Mature Hostel.  If the project were to 
begin on May 1, 2011, the Mature Hostel would be ready for opening on April 9, 2012, just in 
time for the busy spring and summer season. 
9.2 CRM 
A Customer Relationship Management system would be implemented at start up.  The 
implementation of CRM does not necessarily mean that software systems would be purchased 
right away, but the strategy would be in place.  The success of a CRM implementation lies 
heavily on the work done well in advance of even selecting a software package.  “CRM aligns 
business processes with customer strategies to build customer loyalty and increases profits over 
time” (Rigby, Reichheld and Schefter 2002).   
Langara fishing adventure in British Columbia implemented a CRM system and were 
able to reap the following benefits: 
• A return guest rate averaging more than 70 percent year over year; 
• Successful management of more than 40,000 contacts; 
•  Visibility into marketing effectiveness; 
•  Standardized processes for gathering client information; and 
•  Email marketing to more than 10,000 subscribers monthly. 
 
By implementing a CRM system, Tourism Whistler was better able to profile their 
customers and therefore provide them with timely, effective communications that more closely 
matched their interests. 
As with Tourism Whistler, profiling the customers of the Mature Hostel would allow the 
hostel to better serve its customers by understanding their needs.  This will be especially 
important on the education and experiential side of the business.  Among Canadians who took a 
pleasure trip to British Columbia, 49% (Lang Research Inc. 2008) took two or more pleasure trips 
to the province (the second highest in Canada, behind only the Atlantic region).  Since there 
already is an established market of repeat visitors, keeping in contact with them and providing 
timely communication regarding upcoming events will be extremely important and beneficial. 
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9.3 Additional work 
Although the analysis has shown that Vancouver would be a good market for the Mature 
Hostel, it would be prudent to perform the same analysis on at least 2 other cities in order to 
determine the optimal location. 
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10: Conclusion 
The Mature Hostel has the comfort of a 4 start hotel combined with the community feel 
of a hostel with the additional offering of educational/experiential classes. 
The psychographic analysis has shown that baby boomers have the means and 
motivations to travel and the demographic analysis has shown that they are indeed the highest 
percentage of travelers in North America and Vancouver specifically. 
An analysis of the Vancouver market and the offerings of the Mature Hostel show that 
the hostel only needs to capture 2% of the total available market. 
The door is wide open to take advantage of the “edu-tourism” niche.  The market is there, 
the opportunity is open and the time is now.  
10.1 Risks 
The state of the economy has a considerable impact on the lodging industry.  Data 
presented throughout this paper show that 2009 was a particularly bad year.  North America 
witnessed the worst recession since the Great Depression.  People, obviously, travel less during 
tough economic times and hence occupancy rates were down across the board. 
The current crisis in Japan (with Japan being the world’s second largest economy), due 
the natural disaster, is threatening to negatively impact the world’s economy, placing it back into 
recession.  This would undoubtedly have an impact on occupancy rates. 
Visitors from the United States make up 23% of Vancouver’s tourism market.  The 
exchange rate between Canada and US undoubtedly has an effect on this.  With the Canadian 
dollar currently higher than the Greenback, it’s more expensive for US tourists to visit Canada. 
The leaders in the lodging industry have deep pockets and could enter the market space 
of the Mature Hostel without too much difficulty.   
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Appendix A – Data on US and Overseas Visitors to Canada 
Table 47 Age Distribution of travellers from the Americas to Canada 
Age (000's) US % Mexico % 
24 & Under  1,499.50 16% 37.1 24% 
25-34  825.2 9% 28.1 18% 
35-44  1,184.90 13% 34.1 22% 
45-54  1,631.80 18% 30.9 20% 
55+  4,003.30 44% 25.7 16% 
(Canadian Tourism Commission 2009) 
Table 48 Top Activities - Americas 
Activities (000's) US % Mexico % 
Visit Friends or Relatives  3,773.50 12% 74.2 10% 
Attend a Festival or Fair  879.2 3% 33.2 4% 
Attend Cultural Events  1,287.60 4% 29.8 4% 
Visit a Zoo, Aquarium/Botanical Garden  1,180.40 4% 57.8 8% 
Visit a Historic Site  2,877.40 9% 77.4 10% 
Go Shopping  5,917.50 19% 143.4 19% 
Go Sightseeing  5,004.70 16% 115 15% 
Go to a Bar or Night Club  1,983.40 7% 57.2 7% 
Visit a Museum or Art Gallery  2,158.20 7% 64.4 8% 
Visit a National or State Nature Park  2,329.40 8% 82.6 11% 
Participate in Sports/Outdoor Activities  3,117.10 10% 33.1 4% 
(Canadian Tourism Commission 2009) 
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Table 49 Accommodation Type - Americas 
Accommodation Types (000's Person-Trips) US Leisure % Mexico % 
Hotel Only 3,363.40 39.74% 65.8 52.89% 
Motel Only 937.5 11.08% 0.8 0.64% 
Home of Friends or Relatives Only 2,005.00 23.69% 35.1 28.22% 
Camping or Trailer Park Only 332.7 3.93% 1.5 1.21% 
Cottage or Cabin Only 864.2 10.21% 4.3 3.46% 
Hotel & Motel 157.5 1.86% 0.3 0.24% 
Other Combinations of Two or More Types 802.9 9.49% 16.6 13.34% 
(Canadian Tourism Commission 2009) 
Table 50 Age Distribution of travellers from Europe 
 UK % France % Germany % 
24 & Under  75.9 11.43% 70.6 18.79% 48.7 17.07% 
25-34  95 14.30% 69 18.36% 48.1 16.86% 
35-44  83.8 12.62% 45.1 12.00% 53.8 18.86% 
45-54  108.7 16.37% 70.2 18.68% 60.1 21.07% 
55+  300.8 45.29% 120.9 32.17% 74.6 26.15% 
(Canadian Tourism Commission 2009) 
Table 51 Age Distribution of travellers from the Asia/Pacific 
 Japan % China % Australia % S Korea % India % 
24 & Under  40.6 23.20 27.7 17.73 35.6 19.54 37.8 29.12 17.2 14.49 
25-34  35 20.00 25 16.01 18.9 10.37 34.1 26.27 18.6 15.67 
35-44  23.8 13.60 27.1 17.35 19.1 10.48 29.5 22.73 22.2 18.70 
45-54  20.3 11.60 38.7 24.78 29.7 16.30 18.7 14.41 23.4 19.71 
55+  55.3 31.60 37.7 24.14 78.9 43.30 9.7 7.47 37.3 31.4 
(Canadian Tourism Commission 2009) 
Table 52 Accommodation Type - Europe 
 UK % France % Germany % 
Hotel Only  198.3 36.61% 81.3 26.36% 89.1 35.88% 
Motel Only  7.1 1.31% 2.1 0.68% 4.3 1.73% 
Home of Friends or Relatives Only  205.5 37.94% 100.5 32.59% 60.7 24.45% 
Camping or Trailer Park Only  3.5 0.65% 2 0.65% 8.2 3.30% 
Cottage or Cabin Only  5 0.92% 1.6 0.52% 2.5 1.01% 
Hotel & Motel  8.6 1.59% 6.4 2.08% 6.1 2.46% 
Other Combinations of Two or More Types  113.6 20.97% 114.5 37.13% 77.4 31.17% 
(Canadian Tourism Commission 2009) 
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Table 53 Accommodation Type - Asia/Pacific 
 Japan % China % Australia % S Korea % India % 
Hotel Only  87.5 61.6 34 27.4 60.3 43.0 27.7 27.9 25.5 26.5 
Motel Only  2.2 1.55 1.2 0.97 4 2.85 1.2 1.21 1 1.0 
Home of Friends or 
Relatives Only  32.5 22.9 69.7 56.2 30.1 21.5 51.4 51.8 65.1 67.7 
Camping or Trailer Park 
Only  1.2 0.85 0 0.00 1.2 0.86 0.5 0.50 0 0.0 
Cottage or Cabin Only  0.5 0.35 0.8 0.64 1.8 1.28 1.4 1.41 0 0.0 
Hotel & Motel  0.4 0.28 0. 0.00 5 3.56 0.6 0.60 0 0.0 
Other Combinations of 
Two or More Types  17.6 12.4 18.4 14.8 37.9 27.0 16.4 16.5 4.6 4.8 
(Canadian Tourism Commission 2009) 
Table 54 Top Activities - Europe 
Activities (000's) UK % France % Germany % 
Visit Friends or Relatives  462.3 13.60% 261.9 13.06% 142.6 10.32% 
Attend a Festival or Fair  94.9 2.79% 92.9 4.63% 44.4 3.21% 
Attend Cultural Events  100.8 2.97% 85 4.24% 42.6 3.08% 
Visit a Zoo, Aquarium/Botanical Garden  158.4 4.66% 137.4 6.85% 65.7 4.75% 
Visit a Historic Site  320.7 9.44% 202.9 10.12% 141.8 10.26% 
Go Shopping  596.1 17.54% 327.5 16.33% 239.1 17.30% 
Go Sightseeing  516.7 15.20% 265.1 13.22% 227.5 16.46% 
Go to a Bar or Night Club  298 8.77% 141.6 7.06% 73 5.28% 
Visit a Museum or Art Gallery  251.3 7.39% 179.4 8.95% 111.3 8.05% 
Visit a National or State Nature Park  384.3 11.31% 191.5 9.55% 175.3 12.68% 
Participate in Sports/Outdoor Activities  214.9 6.32% 119.8 5.98% 118.8 8.60% 
(Canadian Tourism Commission 2009) 
Table 55 Top Activities - Asia/Pacific 
Activities (000's) Japan % China % Australia % S 
Korea 
% India % 
Visit Friends or 
Relatives  
80.4 10.98 120.4 17.58 111.2 11.22 82.1 14.39 88.8 18.02 
Attend a Festival or 
Fair  
28.6 3.90 29.3 4.28 27.6 2.78 26.1 4.57 18.4 3.73 
Attend Cultural Events  17.8 2.43 11.2 1.64 23 2.32 20 3.51 9.4 1.91 
Visit a Zoo, Aquarium, 
Botanical Garden  
34.7 4.74 45.1 6.58 70.9 7.15 24.5 4.29 22.4 4.55 
Visit a Historic Site  53.1 7.25 49.1 7.17 92.6 9.34 30 5.26 36.8 7.47 
Go Shopping  159.2 21.74 145.1 21.18 161 16.24 120.1 21.05 104.7 21.25 
Go Sightseeing  143.7 19.62 123.6 18.04 159.9 16.13 101.5 17.79 94.6 19.20 
Go to a Bar/Night Club  32.2 4.40 27.2 3.97 70.8 7.14 27.4 4.80 17.1 3.47 
Visit a Museum or Art 
Gallery  
55.6 7.59 36.9 5.39 86 8.68 36.4 6.38 30.1 6.11 
Visit a National or 
State Nature Park  
90.6 12.37 68.9 10.06 111.9 11.29 60.9 10.67 61 12.38 
Participate in Sports 
or Outdoor Activities  
36.5 4.98 28.2 4.12 76.4 7.71 41.6 7.29 9.5 1.93 
(Canadian Tourism Commission 2009) 
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Appendix B – Industry Canada Statistics on Bed & Breakfasts 
Table 56 Industry Canada Statistics on B&Bs in British Columbia 
 
 
 
Whole 
Industry 
(Reliabili
ty) 
Low
er 
Half 
(50%
) 
Upp
er 
Half 
(50%
) 
Botto
m 
Quarti
le 
(25%) 
Low
er 
Midd
le 
(25%
) 
Upp
er 
Midd
le 
(25%
) 
Top 
Quarti
le 
(25%) 
Percent 
of 
Busines
ses 
Reportin
g 
         Number of Businesses 388 
       Revenue Range: 
        Low Value ($ 000) 30 30 66 30 42 66 108 
 High Value ($ 
000) 5000 66 5000 42 66 108 5000 
 
         REVENUES AND 
EXPENSES (percent of total revenue) 
Total revenue 100.00 
100.
00 
100.
00 
100.0
0 
100.
00 
100.
00 
100.0
0 100.00 
Cost of sales (direct 
expenses) 18.70 9.10 
21.2
0 9.10 9.20 9.50 25.00 50.50 
Wages and 
benefits 2.50 0.30 3.00 0.20 0.30 0.80 3.80 8.80 
Purchases, 
materials and sub-
contracts 16.50 8.60 
18.5
0 8.10 8.90 8.70 21.70 49.50 
Opening Inventory 1.70 0.90 1.90 2.10 0.20 0.90 2.30 9.30 
Closing inventory 1.90 0.70 2.20 1.30 0.30 0.90 2.70 9.00 
Operating expenses 
(indirect expenses) 74.10 
80.7
0 
72.4
0 84.30 
78.2
0 
79.2
0 70.20 100.00 
Labour and 
commissions 9.30 2.30 
11.1
0 0.60 3.40 5.20 13.00 31.40 
Amortization and 
depletion 9.10 9.00 9.10 11.50 7.30 8.80 9.20 82.00 
Repairs and 
maintenance 6.90 9.20 6.30 9.80 8.80 8.50 5.60 86.90 
Utilities and 
telephone/telecommun
ication 6.30 8.40 5.70 8.60 8.20 7.70 5.10 92.80 
Rent 2.80 2.40 2.90 1.20 3.10 2.00 3.20 17.00 
Interest and bank 
charges 7.50 
10.6
0 6.70 11.80 9.80 6.70 6.70 75.00 
Professional and 3.90 4.00 3.90 5.10 3.20 6.80 3.00 86.30 
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business fees 
Advertising and 
promotion 3.20 3.70 3.10 4.00 3.40 3.80 2.90 87.60 
Delivery, shipping 
and warehouse 
expenses 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 15.50 
Insurance 2.80 2.90 2.70 3.40 2.60 2.40 2.90 73.50 
Other expenses 22.30 
28.2
0 
20.7
0 28.10 
28.2
0 
27.3
0 18.60 99.70 
Total expenses 92.80 
89.8
0 
93.6
0 93.40 
87.4
0 
88.7
0 95.20 100.00 
Net profit/loss 7.20 
10.2
0 6.40 6.60 
12.6
0 
11.3
0 4.80 100.00 
         FINANCIAL RATIOS 
        Interest coverage ratio 2.00 2.00 1.90 1.60 2.30 2.70 1.70 
 
Gross margin (%) 81.30 
90.9
0 
78.8
0 90.90 
90.8
0 
90.5
0 75.00 
 
         PROFITABLE vs 
NON-PROFITABLE 
BUSINESSES (thousands of dollars) 
Profitable 
        Percent of 
businesses (%) 69.80 
       
Total revenue 107.10 
45.1
0 
164.
40 35.80 
53.0
0 
82.9
0 
244.7
0 
 Total 
expenses 82.70 
29.8
0 
131.
40 22.00 
36.5
0 
58.6
0 
203.2
0 
 
Net profit  24.50 
15.2
0 
32.9
0 13.80 
16.5
0 
24.3
0 41.40 
 Non-Profitable 
        Percent of 
businesses (%) 30.20 
       
Total revenue 104.70 
41.9
0 
180.
60 34.50 
52.1
0 
80.0
0 
285.0
0 
 Total 
expenses 136.10 
59.3
0 
229.
00 50.70 
71.0
0 
109.
60 
352.9
0 
 
Net loss -31.40 
-
17.3
0 
-
48.4
0 -16.20 
-
18.9
0 
-
29.7
0 -67.90 
 
         
 
Profile 
       
         Data Reference Year 2008  
Geographic Area British Columbia 
Incorporation Status All Businesses 
Display Values 
(Expenses) % of Total Revenue 
Selected Industry NAICS 721191 - Bed and Breakfast 
Comparison Groups 
Lower Half; Upper Half; Bottom Quartile; Lower Middle; Upper Middle; 
Top Quartile 
Size of Firms Annual Revenues $30,000 - $5,000,000 
Source: Statistics Canada - Small Business Profiles 
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Appendix C – Operating Company Loan Data 
Source: Financial Consumer Agency of Canada www.fcac-acfc.gc.ca 
http://www.fcac-acfc.gc.ca/itools-ioutils/mortgagecalculator-eng.aspx 
  Your Data  
Mortgage Amount: $492,600.00 
Interest Rate: 6.00 % 
Amortization Period: 5 years 
Payment Frequency: Monthly (12x per year) 
Term: 5 years 
Prepayment Amount: $0.00 
Calculation Summary  
 Term Amortization Period  Number of Payments 60 60 
 Mortgage Payment $9,506.48 $9,506.48 
 Prepayment $0.00 $0.00 
 Principal Payments $492,600.00 $492,600.00 
 Interest Payments $77,788.59 $77,788.60 
 Total Cost $570,388.59 $570,388.60 
       
Mortgage Summary 
 Over the 5-year amortization period, you will: 
• have made 60 monthly (12x per year) payments of $9,506.48.  
• have paid $492,600.00 in principal, $77,788.60 in interest, for a total of $570,388.60. 
 Over the 5-year term, you will: 
• have made 60 monthly (12x per year) payments of $9,506.48.  
• have paid $492,600.00 in principal, $77,788.59 in interest, for a total of $570,388.59.  
 
Payment Schedule 
Period Principal Payment Interest Payment Total Payment Ending Balance 
Term 
Year 1 
Month 1 $7,073.71 $2,432.77 $9,506.48 $485,526.29 
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Payment Schedule 
Period Principal Payment Interest Payment Total Payment Ending Balance 
Month 2 $7,108.65 $2,397.83 $9,506.48 $478,417.64 
Month 3 $7,143.75 $2,362.72 $9,506.48 $471,273.89 
Month 4 $7,179.03 $2,327.44 $9,506.48 $464,094.86 
Month 5 $7,214.49 $2,291.99 $9,506.48 $456,880.37 
Month 6 $7,250.12 $2,256.36 $9,506.48 $449,630.25 
Month 7 $7,285.92 $2,220.55 $9,506.48 $442,344.33 
Month 8 $7,321.91 $2,184.57 $9,506.48 $435,022.42 
Month 9 $7,358.07 $2,148.41 $9,506.48 $427,664.36 
Month 10 $7,394.40 $2,112.07 $9,506.48 $420,269.96 
Month 11 $7,430.92 $2,075.55 $9,506.48 $412,839.03 
Month 12 $7,467.62 $2,038.86 $9,506.48 $405,371.41 
Year 1 Totals $87,228.59 $26,849.13 $114,077.72 $405,371.41 
Year 2 
Month 13 $7,504.50 $2,001.98 $9,506.48 $397,866.91 
Month 14 $7,541.56 $1,964.91 $9,506.48 $390,325.35 
Month 15 $7,578.81 $1,927.67 $9,506.48 $382,746.54 
Month 16 $7,616.24 $1,890.24 $9,506.48 $375,130.31 
Month 17 $7,653.85 $1,852.63 $9,506.48 $367,476.46 
Month 18 $7,691.65 $1,814.83 $9,506.48 $359,784.81 
Month 19 $7,729.64 $1,776.84 $9,506.48 $352,055.17 
Month 20 $7,767.81 $1,738.67 $9,506.48 $344,287.36 
Month 21 $7,806.17 $1,700.31 $9,506.48 $336,481.19 
Month 22 $7,844.72 $1,661.75 $9,506.48 $328,636.47 
Month 23 $7,883.47 $1,623.01 $9,506.48 $320,753.00 
Month 24 $7,922.40 $1,584.08 $9,506.48 $312,830.60 
Year 2 Totals $92,540.81 $21,536.91 $114,077.72 $312,830.60 
Year 3 
Month 25 $7,961.52 $1,544.95 $9,506.48 $304,869.08 
Month 26 $8,000.84 $1,505.63 $9,506.48 $296,868.24 
Month 27 $8,040.36 $1,466.12 $9,506.48 $288,827.88 
Month 28 $8,080.06 $1,426.41 $9,506.48 $280,747.81 
Month 29 $8,119.97 $1,386.51 $9,506.48 $272,627.85 
Month 30 $8,160.07 $1,346.41 $9,506.48 $264,467.77 
Month 31 $8,200.37 $1,306.11 $9,506.48 $256,267.40 
Month 32 $8,240.87 $1,265.61 $9,506.48 $248,026.54 
Month 33 $8,281.57 $1,224.91 $9,506.48 $239,744.97 
Month 34 $8,322.47 $1,184.01 $9,506.48 $231,422.50 
Month 35 $8,363.57 $1,142.91 $9,506.48 $223,058.93 
Month 36 $8,404.87 $1,101.60 $9,506.48 $214,654.06 
Year 3 Totals $98,176.54 $15,901.18 $114,077.72 $214,654.06 
Year 4 
Month 37 $8,446.38 $1,060.10 $9,506.48 $206,207.68 
Month 38 $8,488.09 $1,018.38 $9,506.48 $197,719.58 
Month 39 $8,530.01 $976.46 $9,506.48 $189,189.57 
Month 40 $8,572.14 $934.34 $9,506.48 $180,617.43 
Month 41 $8,614.48 $892.00 $9,506.48 $172,002.95 
Month 42 $8,657.02 $849.46 $9,506.48 $163,345.93 
Month 43 $8,699.77 $806.70 $9,506.48 $154,646.16 
Month 44 $8,742.74 $763.74 $9,506.48 $145,903.42 
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Payment Schedule 
Period Principal Payment Interest Payment Total Payment Ending Balance 
Month 45 $8,785.91 $720.56 $9,506.48 $137,117.51 
Month 46 $8,829.31 $677.17 $9,506.48 $128,288.20 
Month 47 $8,872.91 $633.57 $9,506.48 $119,415.29 
Month 48 $8,916.73 $589.75 $9,506.48 $110,498.56 
Year 4 Totals $104,155.50 $9,922.22 $114,077.72 $110,498.56 
Year 5 
Month 49 $8,960.77 $545.71 $9,506.48 $101,537.80 
Month 50 $9,005.02 $501.46 $9,506.48 $92,532.78 
Month 51 $9,049.49 $456.98 $9,506.48 $83,483.29 
Month 52 $9,094.18 $412.29 $9,506.48 $74,389.10 
Month 53 $9,139.10 $367.38 $9,506.48 $65,250.01 
Month 54 $9,184.23 $322.25 $9,506.48 $56,065.77 
Month 55 $9,229.59 $276.89 $9,506.48 $46,836.19 
Month 56 $9,275.17 $231.31 $9,506.48 $37,561.01 
Month 57 $9,320.98 $185.50 $9,506.48 $28,240.04 
Month 58 $9,367.01 $139.47 $9,506.48 $18,873.03 
Month 59 $9,413.27 $93.21 $9,506.48 $9,459.76 
Month 60 $9,459.76 $46.72 $9,506.48 $0.00 
Year 5 Totals $110,498.56 $3,579.15 $114,077.72 $0.00 
Term Totals $492,600.00 $77,788.60 $570,388.60 $0.00 
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Appendix D – Holding Company Mortgage Data 
Source: Financial Consumer Agency of Canada www.fcac-acfc.gc.ca 
http://www.fcac-acfc.gc.ca/itools-ioutils/mortgagecalculator-eng.aspx 
Your Data  
Mortgage Amount: $492,600.00 
Interest Rate: 6.00 % 
Amortization Period: 5 years 
Payment Frequency: Monthly (12x per year) 
Term: 5 years 
Prepayment Amount: $0.00 
Calculation Summary  
 Term Amortization Period  Number of Payments 60 60 
 Mortgage Payment $9,506.48 $9,506.48 
 Prepayment $0.00 $0.00 
 Principal Payments $492,600.00 $492,600.00 
 Interest Payments $77,788.59 $77,788.60 
 Total Cost $570,388.59 $570,388.60 
Mortgage Summary 
 Over the 5-year amortization period, you will: 
• have made 60 monthly (12x per year) payments of $9,506.48.  
• have paid $492,600.00 in principal, $77,788.60 in interest, for a total of $570,388.60. 
 Over the 5-year term, you will: 
• have made 60 monthly (12x per year) payments of $9,506.48.  
• have paid $492,600.00 in principal, $77,788.59 in interest, for a total of $570,388.59.  
 
Payment Schedule 
Period Principal Payment Interest Payment Total Payment Ending Balance 
Term 
Year 1 
Month 1 $7,073.71 $2,432.77 $9,506.48 $485,526.29 
Month 2 $7,108.65 $2,397.83 $9,506.48 $478,417.64 
Month 3 $7,143.75 $2,362.72 $9,506.48 $471,273.89 
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Payment Schedule 
Period Principal Payment Interest Payment Total Payment Ending Balance 
Month 4 $7,179.03 $2,327.44 $9,506.48 $464,094.86 
Month 5 $7,214.49 $2,291.99 $9,506.48 $456,880.37 
Month 6 $7,250.12 $2,256.36 $9,506.48 $449,630.25 
Month 7 $7,285.92 $2,220.55 $9,506.48 $442,344.33 
Month 8 $7,321.91 $2,184.57 $9,506.48 $435,022.42 
Month 9 $7,358.07 $2,148.41 $9,506.48 $427,664.36 
Month 10 $7,394.40 $2,112.07 $9,506.48 $420,269.96 
Month 11 $7,430.92 $2,075.55 $9,506.48 $412,839.03 
Month 12 $7,467.62 $2,038.86 $9,506.48 $405,371.41 
Year 1 Totals $87,228.59 $26,849.13 $114,077.72 $405,371.41 
Year 2 
Month 13 $7,504.50 $2,001.98 $9,506.48 $397,866.91 
Month 14 $7,541.56 $1,964.91 $9,506.48 $390,325.35 
Month 15 $7,578.81 $1,927.67 $9,506.48 $382,746.54 
Month 16 $7,616.24 $1,890.24 $9,506.48 $375,130.31 
Month 17 $7,653.85 $1,852.63 $9,506.48 $367,476.46 
Month 18 $7,691.65 $1,814.83 $9,506.48 $359,784.81 
Month 19 $7,729.64 $1,776.84 $9,506.48 $352,055.17 
Month 20 $7,767.81 $1,738.67 $9,506.48 $344,287.36 
Month 21 $7,806.17 $1,700.31 $9,506.48 $336,481.19 
Month 22 $7,844.72 $1,661.75 $9,506.48 $328,636.47 
Month 23 $7,883.47 $1,623.01 $9,506.48 $320,753.00 
Month 24 $7,922.40 $1,584.08 $9,506.48 $312,830.60 
Year 2 Totals $92,540.81 $21,536.91 $114,077.72 $312,830.60 
Year 3 
Month 25 $7,961.52 $1,544.95 $9,506.48 $304,869.08 
Month 26 $8,000.84 $1,505.63 $9,506.48 $296,868.24 
Month 27 $8,040.36 $1,466.12 $9,506.48 $288,827.88 
Month 28 $8,080.06 $1,426.41 $9,506.48 $280,747.81 
Month 29 $8,119.97 $1,386.51 $9,506.48 $272,627.85 
Month 30 $8,160.07 $1,346.41 $9,506.48 $264,467.77 
Month 31 $8,200.37 $1,306.11 $9,506.48 $256,267.40 
Month 32 $8,240.87 $1,265.61 $9,506.48 $248,026.54 
Month 33 $8,281.57 $1,224.91 $9,506.48 $239,744.97 
Month 34 $8,322.47 $1,184.01 $9,506.48 $231,422.50 
Month 35 $8,363.57 $1,142.91 $9,506.48 $223,058.93 
Month 36 $8,404.87 $1,101.60 $9,506.48 $214,654.06 
Year 3 Totals $98,176.54 $15,901.18 $114,077.72 $214,654.06 
Year 4 
Month 37 $8,446.38 $1,060.10 $9,506.48 $206,207.68 
Month 38 $8,488.09 $1,018.38 $9,506.48 $197,719.58 
Month 39 $8,530.01 $976.46 $9,506.48 $189,189.57 
Month 40 $8,572.14 $934.34 $9,506.48 $180,617.43 
Month 41 $8,614.48 $892.00 $9,506.48 $172,002.95 
Month 42 $8,657.02 $849.46 $9,506.48 $163,345.93 
Month 43 $8,699.77 $806.70 $9,506.48 $154,646.16 
Month 44 $8,742.74 $763.74 $9,506.48 $145,903.42 
Month 45 $8,785.91 $720.56 $9,506.48 $137,117.51 
Month 46 $8,829.31 $677.17 $9,506.48 $128,288.20 
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Payment Schedule 
Period Principal Payment Interest Payment Total Payment Ending Balance 
Month 47 $8,872.91 $633.57 $9,506.48 $119,415.29 
Month 48 $8,916.73 $589.75 $9,506.48 $110,498.56 
Year 4 Totals $104,155.50 $9,922.22 $114,077.72 $110,498.56 
Year 5 
Month 49 $8,960.77 $545.71 $9,506.48 $101,537.80 
Month 50 $9,005.02 $501.46 $9,506.48 $92,532.78 
Month 51 $9,049.49 $456.98 $9,506.48 $83,483.29 
Month 52 $9,094.18 $412.29 $9,506.48 $74,389.10 
Month 53 $9,139.10 $367.38 $9,506.48 $65,250.01 
Month 54 $9,184.23 $322.25 $9,506.48 $56,065.77 
Month 55 $9,229.59 $276.89 $9,506.48 $46,836.19 
Month 56 $9,275.17 $231.31 $9,506.48 $37,561.01 
Month 57 $9,320.98 $185.50 $9,506.48 $28,240.04 
Month 58 $9,367.01 $139.47 $9,506.48 $18,873.03 
Month 59 $9,413.27 $93.21 $9,506.48 $9,459.76 
Month 60 $9,459.76 $46.72 $9,506.48 $0.00 
Year 5 Totals $110,498.56 $3,579.15 $114,077.72 $0.00 
Term Totals $492,600.00 $77,788.60 $570,388.60 $0.00 
After Term 
After Term Totals $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
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Appendix E – Maps of overall, 1 & 2 star and 4 star hotels in 
Vancouver 
 
Figure 41 Downtown Vancouver - 1 and 2 star hotels (14) 
 
 
Figure 42 Downtown Vancouver - 4 star hotels (20) 
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Appendix F –Start-up requirements – Operating Company 
Table 57 Detailed Start-up Requirements - Operating Company 
Room Item  Cost 
# 
required Total Cost 
  
Capital Expense 
 
Capital Expense 
Office Computer 1000   1 1000 
 
 
Desk  200   1 200 
 
 
Chair  60   1 60 
 
 
Filing cabinets 100   2 200 
 
 
Printer 200   1 200 
 
 
Stationary 
 
250 1 
 
250 
 
Phone 50   1 50   
   
  
sub-
total 1710 250 
   
  
   Reception Phone 50   1 50 
 
 
Computer 1000   1 1000 
 
 
chairs / couch 
 
  
   
 
POS system 1000   1 1000   
    
sub-
total 2050 0 
       
Bedroom 
Queen bed with frame and 
head board 750   35 26250 
 
 
Bunk Beds 800   10 8000 
 
 
Sheets sets - Queen   60 50 
 
3000 
 
Sheets sets - singles   35 30 
 
1050 
 
Duvets and cover (queen)   100 40 
 
4000 
 
Duvets and cover (single)   75 25 
 
1875 
 
Pillows   10 100 
 
1000 
 
Towels   10 100 
 
1000 
 
Night stand 60   70 4200 
 
 
Lamp 25   90 2250 
 
 
Art work 50   50 2500 
 
 
Window coverings 50   40 2000   
   
  
sub-
total 45200 11925 
Kitchen Stove 1000   2 2000 
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Fridge 500   2 1000 
 
 
Microwave 100   3 300 
 
 
Freezer 300   1 300 
 
 
small appliances (coffee  
maker, kettle, toaster etc) 200   1 200 
 
 
Table 500   2 1000 
 
 
chairs   75   20 1500 
 
 
Dishes (full sets for 50)   350 1 
 
350 
 
Glasses (bar and Kitchen, 
50 x wine,  
50 x tumblers, 50 x beer)   150 1 
 
150 
 
Pots and Pans (2 full sets)   250 1 
 
250 
 
Cutlery (for 50)   300 1   300 
  
  
 
sub-
total 6300 1050 
  
  
    Common 
Room TV 500   2 1000 
 
 
Blue Ray/DVD 150   1 150 
 
 
Stereo 500   1 500 
 
 
Couch 900   2 1800 
 
 
Chair 200   4 800 
 
 
Bar 2000   1 2000 
 
 
Bar Fridge 500   2 1000 
 
 
POS system 1000   1 1000 
 
 
Partitions 1000   1 1000 
 
 
Yoga mats   20 10 
 
200 
 
Wii 200   1 200 
 
 
Movies   12 30 
 
360 
 
Portable Blue Ray/DVD 150   5 750 
 
 
Board Games   20 10 
 
200 
 
Book shelves 100   2 200 
 
 
Folding chairs 10   30 300   
   
  
sub-
total 10700 760 
   
  
   Laundry washing machine 600 
 
2 1200 
 
 
Dryer 500 
 
2 1000 
 
 
Vacuum 300 
 
1 300   
    
sub-
total 2500 0 
       
    
TOTAL 
$68,46
0 $13,985 
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